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PADUCAH DAILY,  REGISTER. 
Register, Est. May, 180.
Sihndard, Est. April if*.
PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 1,1907
MASONS AND ODD FELLOWS
TO DISSOLVE PARTNERSHIP
OWNER OF ONE-HALF OF FRATERNITY BUILDING TO
SELL TO OWNER OF OTHER HALF
THE TW OBODIES COULD NOT AGREE ON AMOUNT OF
RENT TO BE PAID FOR QUARTERS OCCUPIED BY THEM—
SALE TO TAKE PLACE NEXT TH,URSDAY EVENING IN
14 " MAIN HALL ON THIRD FLOOR OF FRATERNITY BUILDING.
‘•
lo the lodge room on the third
• door ut the Fraternity building next
I A Thursday evening the entire stock
of the Masonic and Odd Fellows
Sodding company will be sold to
either the Masonic bodies or to the
Odd Fellows bodies, each of those
bodies owning one-half of the capi-
tal stock of the company. It is mere-
ly the dissolutiou of the two fratern-
ities in the entetprise or building
5 heretofore and now owned jointly by
them. For two weeks past negotia-
tions to that end have been pending
and the side which places the highest
valise on the stock will acquire sole
ownership of the property.
An afternoon newspaper yesterday
in giving an ccount of the matter
attributes the disagreement to "petty
friction in the management of the
bisilding.'• nod says that the Fretern-
ity budding is **apparently a money
maker tinder proper management."
This is considered by she board of
direirenws of the company es a re-
Rection upon them, for they have the
management of the building. but the
truth of the matter is, the stihk-
holders or owners of the compato,
being the several masonic and odd
fellow Lodies, are evenly divided as
to the amount of rental that they, the
°weer., shall pay; those lodges oc-
cupying one-ihird of the building.
lbe (hie Fellow lodges instructed
their reprehentatii es in she board that
they woutd pay but A certain amount
for rent. and the heasonte bodies
-gime their repreeentatives insuuctions
7 naming another figure. As the board
of directors are but the represents-
lives of the stocibolders er owners
of the property, the members of the
I. hosed toted as .iustructed awl the
vote was a tie, thi deadlock existing
for two pears or more, and the owners
as occupants of the third floor and7
part of the fourth floor. have paid
no rent since the summer of Igoe The
hoard of directors has been a unit
on every proposition coming before
them in handling the property until
it came to dealing with those whom
they represented. and there is where
the eplit occurred. In the face of
this the board has succeeded in pay-
-fing all expenses promptly and having
a small surphio but not enough to
meet the bonds Which are due in six
and otie4rak years from now.
Several of the directors were inter-
viewed last evening and as the ac-
count in the afternoon paper is
4 gazbled aod inieleading, a history
• the case as plow published. There
are 7co or fleei members of the bodies
who own tile company.
4446 r ,
4/) Building company NaS organ-
44p, F. & A. M. Owl): $loop; Pads'-
Paducah Conernandery. No. it.
ized with capital stock of eig000. Of
call Lodge F.• & A. M. owns
that amount Plain City Lodge No
No. I. 0.e0 F. owns tango; In-
K. T. swiss 4,-,500: Mangum Lodge
04 In mos the Masonic and Odd Fel-
low.
tn 
gleside Lodge Nits 195, I. 0. 0. F.
owns $2,30P..tmtl, Union Encampment
No. 70. 1. 0. 0. F. Owns $2,0130. The
ground on which the Fraternity and
Register buildhigs stand, was pur-
chaied by fbehempahy. The Fratern-
ity buulding, was erected at a cost of
about I4540100. in 190.3. and was ready
for ocsuphncof January r, mai. The
company issued $30.600 of ten-year
five percent. 'first mortgage bonds
and $15,000 second mortgage bonds
on the property. making the interest
• oecount $2,250 per annum. The ren-
tals loins teoants of offices and from
the Regioter -newspaper company for
the ground on which its building
-tends, a little more than pays the
expenses of the company, and the
floors occupied by the lodges ro
owners must atre for the sinking
fund to retire the bonds.
The aoard of directors is composed
of. Jas. Fo• Wilhelm from Plain City
lodge, Fred Acker, front Paducah
lodge, J. H. Ashcraft. from Paducah'
Comtuanderl-4 C. G. Kelly from Man-
gum lodge, Albert Mhyer, from
Ingkside -lodge and P. J. lieckenbach
'from the encampment. The officers
aet 4114. toTarflhelm, president. P. J.
Weekenbecli. 'vice president: C. G.
Kitty, eccretary and Fred Acker,
treasurer.
In Januate 1905 the board of di-
rectors notified the 'stockholders who
use and oehOpy one-third of the space





would be necessary for that space to
yield $1,5oo per annum or about $7.50
per meeting night, the Odd Fellows
holding 1213 regular metings per an-
num and the Masonic bodies holding
74 regular meetings per annum or
about J00 meetings a year of all
bodies together. The Odd Fellow
bodies decided that the figure Was
400 high and the Masons decided
that the amount was reasonable sod
were willing to pay at the rate in-
dicated. There the matter stood, a
veritable deadlock. Being equally di-
vided, and each entitled to their own
views, it was finally decided that
the Whole amount of stock and the
lodge room furnishiog be put up at
auction and sold to the highest bid-
der, the bidding to be confined to
the Moronic and Odd Fellow bodies.
The terms of sale and all preliminare
ies have been agreed upon and next
Thursday evening in the main ball
on the third floor of the Fraternity
building at 7:30 o'clock there will be
an open meeting of the Masons and
Odd Fellows% and the stock sold to
one or the other of those organiza-
tions The sale of the stock will in
no viisc affect the outstanding honcho
contracts or leases executed by the
company. It simply settles an equal
partnership by one side buying the
holdings of the other, and in a man-
ner that avoidli all litigation or fee)-






Trueheart Building Storeroom Being
Converted Into Offices--Big
Lumber Deal On.
The members oi the Commercial
club last evening elected the follow-
ing hoard of directors to serve dur-
ing this, year: Harry C. Rhodes.
Joe Fried:mit Win. Hummel. Sol
Dry fuss, Jake Wallerstein. James
Weille, Joseph Desberger, Roy Cul-
ley. George C Wallace. Daniel
Fitzpatrick. Jesse Gilbert. A. J.
Decker. Harry hfeyer, Frank L.
Scott, Virgil ShenII, George C.
Goodman. Saunders A. Fowler,
James P. Smith, I.00is Henneberger
The directors will meet within
the next few days and elect officers.
It is thought Mo. Rliodem will be
named president; William P. Hum-
nil-i. first vice president; Sol C.
Dryfuee, seconcl.Vice president. The
term isf Secretary David W. Coons
onto not expir euntil some time in
April when lie will be re-elected for
another twelve months.
Converted Into Offices.
1 he Carpenters are now converting
Into offices the store room on the
first floor of the Truelicart
at 524 Broadway. It is the one oc-
cupied by the Coons millinery es-
tablishment until several months ago.
and now the contractors arc making
thc storeroom into suites of offices,
with 'a hallway running down the
side of the building, the front door
having been moved from the center
of the front over to the East side
There will be six of the offices and
all made first class quarters.
Big Timber Deal.
hlr. J. H. Chtrison. the lumber
man. is at .the head of the new corn-
puny being organized with $25,000
capital to buy rsoo acres of fine
timber land on the ITatehie river.
The timber will all be taken off and
C.2mtfac hued into woodenware
- Will Investigate Graft.
liarrisburg, I'a.. Jan. 31.—The re-
sc•lfition calling for an 'investigation
of the expenditure of $9,oco.000 for
furnishing and decorating the new
stet( capitol was adopted by the sen-
ate today and immediately hefted by
Governor tdart. _ .•
SUIT TO WIND
UP BUSINESS
J. H. CROUCH AND HIS BUSI-





IN THE KOBICS SCHWAB
BANKRUPT CASE.
The Ferryboat Bettie Owen's Suit
Will Be Taken Up Today at
Metropolis.
Litigation looking toward the
hueiness conducted by the A. B.
Sneth Lumber company at Barton,
Ala. was instituted in the circuit
court here by J. H. Crouch, a part-
ner in the business. The Suit asks
that a receiver be appointed and the
business interests wound up. In his
petition Crouch says that March 3o.
tesoc, he and A. B. Smith, the lumber
man, entered into business for the
perpoeie of manufacturing and selling
crom-arms and telegraph poles.
They conducted (his business at ,Bar-
ton, Ala.. the undeest-anding being
that Smith was to look after the
sales and electrical department, while
Crouch was to manooe the manufac-
turing department.
Creech claims that there is due him
$5.coo for his interest and services in
the firm, and being unbale to make
an amicable settlement with Smith,
the other files suit to have the busi-
ness wound up.
Enforce Collection.
The Continental Insurance compa-
ns tiled suit in the circuit court yes-
terday against W. A. McClure to en-
foice collection of $92.4o judgment
plaintiff got against defendant in the
comet February t ,tgoO.
Final Dividend.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
eocrt yesterday ordered the final di-
vidend distributed among the credi-
tors of the Moses !Schwab bankrupt
Calle. There is asflo in this last dis-
tribution, tand no vatic refetrec fs
preparing to recommend to Judge
Walter Evans of the United §tates
court at Louisville, that Schwab be
given his diacharge and the case
closed. Schwab's indebtedness was
about ato,000, while his creditors did
not get but six per cent of their
claims, his total assets not realizing
more than that for parties holding
accounts against him.
Metropolis Litigation.
judge Campbell returned yester-
day from Metropolis. Ill., and goes
back today, when there will be taken'
up the suit of John Herrington
against Robert and James Owen for
Sh000 damages, on account of the
ferryboat Bettie Owen running Her-•
rington down while he war in a skiff'
on thc river between here and Brook- 1
port. The case was to have come up
Wednesday, but other actions con-
suming the court's time, it will not
bs reached until today.
January Wedding Licenses.
The marriage license book us the
county clerk's office yesterday showed-
that during the month of January
seven licenses had been issued to col-
ored people and thirty-four licenses
to as many matrimonially inclined
white people.
Power 91 Attorney.
Documents were filed with time
county clerk yesterday showing W.
H. Hudson, administrator, conferred
potter of attorney to Henry W. Ran-:
Only One Deed.
Property on the F-ast side of South
Seventh street has been sold by Ar-
thur Murray to Mrs. Mary Murray
for $t and other honsiderlations.
The deed was recorded yesterday with
the county clerk.
Colonel Colt Loses a Vote.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 3e—Colonel
Colt lost one vote for United States
senator on the twelftlt ballot in joint
seesion of the legislature owing to
the absence. of a reptesenative. To-
eaar's*vote resulted: Goddard, 4o;
Coif, 37: Wetmore, 31; Utter, I.
Polkas Measure is Rejected.
Jefferson City,oMo., Jan. 31.----The
lower house of the legislature today
44 ARRFSTS
DURING MONTH





FIRE DEPARTMEINT MADE ON-
LY ELEVEN RUNS DUR-
ING THIRTY-ONE DAYS.
January Proved a Very Dull Month
in the Undertaking Line—Only
Eleven Burials Here.
The record of areste for Jonuary
show the police department nabbed
144 people on different ohcerges and
this is censidered an unusually busy
month, but does not equal December
which always goes very high in num-
ber of catchers on account of the
holidays bringing forth many drunks
and scrappers.
The arrest' made thir'ing January
were as follows: Breach of the peace,
39; breach of ordinance, it; drunk,
to; disorderly house, 1; presenting
pistol at another, 1; malicious cut-
ting, 5: non-support of children.
use of isseulting language, 4; honse-
breakers, 3; drunk and disorderly.
m; disoederly conduct. 22; petty lar-
cency, 2 grand larceny, 3; obtaining
property by killer pretenses, 3; for-
gery, gambling. h; suspect, I; ob-
taining money by false pretenses,
I; breaking into railroad box car.
1; seling liquor without license. I;
mooching. I; total, 144.
The last arrest of the month was





e famous character, "Butch"
o was pinched for being a
sance around the city. die
back from a tour of the
world, about six weeks now, and this
is his first trap below He said he
felt at home.
-,11•••••••••....
fire uncut responded to (oily
eleven wile none of the fires
arrioun to anything, the total loss
sustainect being about at,000. Chief
James Woods considers this a fine
°condition of thing., as it evidences
watchfnlaess and care on the part o!'
the property owners, and good work
on the part of the stationmen. in
keeping down to the minimum the
los%
Eleven Burial Permits.
City Clerk Henry Bailey's. offica
records Testerday showed that during
January' be has issued only eleven
burial permit,. which means that only
tha; nurober of people have been in-
terred here in the city, it taking an
official permit before any grave can
be opened. January proved an ex-
ceedingly dull month for the under-
takers, arho found practically nothing
doing iis their line.
Railroad Hopital.
The January record for the Illinois
Central .tnilroad hospital on West
Broadway 5hows that the first of that
month there were twenty-three pa-
tients in the 'Institution. During Jan-
uary fifty were admitted, forty-seven
dismissed, leaving twenty-six pa-
tient. on hand the first of this month
;
• January Rainfall.
Tfie instruments in the 'Ake of
Mr. William Borneman, the official
weather observer show that during
the month of January, 12.5o inches of
rain fell in this city. During January
of 1906 the downpour was 5.22 inches,
and January mos it was 152 inches.
More rain fell last month than for
years during the same period of time.
--Mayor lieiler is preparing to
havi a veranda fifty-seven feet long
and 15 feet wide, put to front of his
country home in Arcadia.
Opals Fight for Prohibition.
Guthrie, Okla., Jan. 3t.--Democrat-
ic leaders today stated that the "Jim
Crodh' provision will be inserted in
the conntittltion. The real fight of
the ConVentlyn was begun today when
the conearittee on rules advanced the
report of the liquor committee to the
first: place .on the. calendar.
voteld to table, 72 to 63, the bill ad-
vocated by Governor Folk making
violation. of the dtamehop law out-
lawry and permitting the governor
to send posses into any coenty. to en-
force the Ir.
es •
VOL. 23, NUMBER 239
BAPTIST MISSION IRMO VALUED





, MADE CHURCH BEACON
THE LADIES' MITE SOCIETY
MEETS WITH MRS. J. R.
PURYEAR.
Tenth Street Christian Church Ladies
Give Candy Sale and
Social Tonight,
Messrs. J. C. Porter, A. L Lassi-
ter, W. 4. Covington, R. L. Eley and
William T. Hardy of the First Bap-
tist church, have been selected as a
committee by the official board to
look into the matter of enlarging the
building occupied as the North
Twelfth street Baptist mission church
at an early date. The mission is main-
tained under supervision of the First
church congregation, and is getting
so large that the budding has to be
made bigger to comfortably accom-
modate those attending worship there.
The mission was established several
years ago by Rev. George Perryman
who went from here to Knoxville,
Tenn., and the immense size it has
attained is evidenced by the fact that
187 children attended the Sunday
school services there last Sabbath.
Rev. J. R. Clark, who has come
from Paris, Tenn., to become assist-
ant tit Pastor C. M. Thompson of the
First church, will hereafter preach
each Sunday at the mission. He can-
not devote all his time to that right
away, because several of the many
congregations he looked after around
Paris have not yet secured their new
pastor, and he goes back on stated
occasions to preach to them. He will
continue dividing his rinse between
here and there until the Paris con-
gregations gal char 'pastor. when
Dr. Clark will then remain here allMom Department Runs.
the time and till the pulpit each Sun-During the month of January, day at the mission, this being part ofr hich cagey to a close last night, the his duty in becoming Rev. Thomp-
sod; assistant.
The First Church members held
a business meeting the past Wednes-
day evening and elected • Professor
Albert M. Rouse to the board uf
deacon,.
There has been considerable talk
about the First church erecting a
new, handsome building on efferson
street, but the officials say it has only
been spoken of, and nothing' definite
done.
/GM Society.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
First Baptist church meets at 3
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs. J. R.
Puryear of o6 Broadway.
Church Entertainment,
A candy sale and a social will he
given this evening at the Tenth street
Christian church by the ladies of the
congregation.
Memphis Revival.
Rev. Cates continues his Memphis
revival with great success, thousands
of conversions being made, and the
following evidences the sentiment of
the people of that city, the article
being from yesterday's Commercial-
Appeal:
Below ie a copy of one of the
many letters received by Mr. Cates
yesterday from a prominent citizen
of Memphis:
Memphis, Tenn, Jan. 29, 1907.
Rev. Dr. Cates, City:
My Dear Sir and Brother—We an
know how you are continually pressed
front other quarters to leave Mem-
phis and lead meetings elsewhere.
You are doing mach good to this
cortununity and' surrounding country,
and the question naturally irises,
"Why should you leave Memphis?"
Memphis is the center of a district
that includes, Tupelo, Jonesboro,
Pine Bluff, Little Rock, Hickman,
Mayfield, Paducah, Jackson, Corintle
Grenada, Covington, Brownsville,
Holly- Springs, Waco, Texakana,
Wynne, Dyers-burg, Union City, Mi-
lan, and a great many other places
of similar import.
All these towns and cities are.con-
tiguous to Memphis and are reaping
the benefits of our great revival ser-
vices. They have a number of min-
isters and laymen from these and
other places who are in thorough sup-
port with you here. The influence
scenie to be spreading in every di-
• 
Continued On Page Fire.
•
INDIANAPOLIS OFFICERS OF-.




ED REED OF ROWLANDTQWN
TOOK UP STRAY COLD'
YESTERD.AY EVENING.
Patrolman William Orr Resumed
Work After &seed Dave Lay-
up by Injargi'Weriat.
Every policeman in Paducah is
on the alert igtoping a *Imp lookout
for a negro realefeil 4hosoo by the
police anthoritiei ot ststudianapolis.
Ind., and although while the local'
officers would like to get hold of the
neve, still the magward is
acting as a great 111110141.8,to ac-
tivity, as it is onc of the largest
ever offered in this section of the
country, and anyone of them would
be tickled to get hold of it also.
CtAef of Police Collins yesterday
eot a letter from Chief Robert Metz-
of the Indianapolis force, in
which the latter requested that the
Paducah department keep a lookout
for RISC COO alias Cole. colored,
who is wanted for murdering Officer
Charles Russell of the Indianapolis
department.. Chief Metzger says Coe
is a native of Kentucky and is
thought to be headed tine way. He
is thirty-two years of age, weighs
about leo pounds, an dis foe feet and
one-half in height with scrofula
ir.arks on his neck.
If he and, this way he is a goner.
as is also the at,5oo reward.
Coat Taken Up.
Fd Reef!, of R•mlag:•llow '1.
lied Lieutenant Thomas Potter huff
evening that he had (Inland a yensig
colt stmyirvg around lid, that section
of the city and pet it in Ms barn
a he-re the owner can get o.
Bunch of Keys Found.
Officer James Gray fismod a inuich
of keys lying in the street at Sixth
and Tennessee streets. UM evening
Ind turned them into the lieutenant
clipped on the ice covering his back
There are eight keys on two ring"
that are intertivined one within the
other.
Ailing Olken.
Patrolman Whliia metre returned
to work this morning after laying
r.iff for seveint days on account of
his wrist, a bone in which was frac-
tured last Saturday night when he
slippe don the ice covering hie hack
rorch steps, and fell with great force.
Officers John Hessian and William
Rogers were both confined at lialTle
uht:d lyeat4rtiay whit hicknees and
unable to get out ••11 their 4k•
t rest
Mistreating Animals.
Captain Frank 4p1an yesterday
afternoon reecieedI• telephone mes-
sage' to send an officer to Seth be-
tween Harrison and City streets as
die driver of a wag oo was unmer-
cifully beating his horses. A patrol-
man was buried there, but -he found
the driver was puly trying to get
his aihmals aut o fa bad place and
used only some strong Mows to forge
the horses onward.
Old Offender, bat Young.
May Beasley, and old offender, but
tender in age, was locked up yester-
day afternoon by (*cer Hill who
found her as full as ..a goat with
lioeze and, Vold* poeseeeidn of v -
crythingl she came across. She is
a beautiful, erefittid loong girl, but
fell by the Wayside Several years
ago and has given the officers much
trouble since then. •, vas
No Police Court.
There was no session oi the po-
foe court yesterday on account oe
Attorney J. S. Ross being busily en.
gaged in the circuit court with Im-
portant lawsuits. He has been acting
judge in the police tribotsal while
Judge Cross was away getting mar.
teed. The hater tame home yeetere
day.
The national woman vihist chant.
pion kas renounced the charopionship
by denouncing card playing as a sin.
This is a notable example for all sin-




NEW TRIAL OF GRAY AND,
,
This morniog the evidence will be
Onishpi. legal ,argyntents made, and
'den ,recn'to -the j107 10.".4cF.ision'
the sit. of Joe' Friedman aist1 Max
Nalttn ;against William ''Kaiierjohn,
latter the contractor. The case was
entered into sesterday and much of
the testimoitypictiteid
olp sarlreyfield is Tareiiding as
!Nuclei Midge Reed lasing at-i
lorney far the plaint and disquali-
fied from sitting- as judge.
. •Nahm,and Wricentan eix years ago
erecied;a unc stnry "sto
BroidWae. aud it .wai leatit440 The
Regi;ie- r...wsr.nper '..Sitrtparly. The
owners dei-irati to put a second story
on the heildins and peitnission was
-given he the ileseepier. With tinder-
standing tliat the paper 'plant weaS not
to be i.iterfreed with orstleansaged dur-
ing course of coritrd:ting the addi-
Canal story.' Mahn and Friedman
let the enstract to Cortractor Ratter-
john to put up tile added story. While
the work o-as s oing on the roof Oa
torn ironi over the newspaper plant
and rain poured. down in deluge,
damaging The Regiateepplant consid-
.erahly. Joe Friedmatt entered into
a co:nproznise conference with the
paper owner to setle the amount The
Register lost by rain damage. Olt
figures being prepared for submission
to ttim he stated he had decided' to
let the newspaper sue him to recover
whatever was due. ,contending Stoo
would cover the lois. The paper ae-
conunodated him with a suit and got
judgment and costs amounting to
something like $sjcio which he and
Nairn) had to pay. the paper -owner.'
Now Friedman sncl Nal= claim that
'Contractor Katterjohn wat to blame
for the newspaper plant being dams
aged. as Katterjohn did the work and
tore off the roof. Friedman and
Nahm now sue him to recover the
amount they had to pay The Register.
Brick Supply Litigation.
The jury yesterday gave the Evans-.
'vine Pressed Brick company judg.
went .for Stoslio.go againin Contrac-
tor Edward Bridge'. and also allowed
the la:ter Stsziod counter elairn against
the brick eemcern.
' Bridges; was awardell the contract
-b the city of ii'. of Padweeh 'to
improve Third street from Kentucky
'itienhe to Broad street. with paving
brick. The work was done in Igoe.
THE FRIEDMAN-KATTERJOHN
SUIT GOES TO JURY TODAY
30E FRIEDMAN AND MAX NAHbf SUE TO RECOVER 
FROM
CONTRACTOR KATTAR.JOH N, THE AMOUNT THE TWO
FORMER HAD TO PAY THE REGISTER ON ACCOUNT OF
DAMAGES SUSTAINED BY THE NEWSPAPER PLANT —
gYANSVILLE ERICK COMPANY GOT AUPGMENT FOR ALL
gpik CLAIM AGAINST CONTR4CTOR BRIDGES, WITH-, EX-
CEPTION OF $1,00ss-AMERICA!I-GERMAN BANK- WANTS
DUISLIEY ilGAINST REHKOPF
‘:I e
The brick company-of Evansville got
the.conjtaft, to fureish the brick for
theLee-epuserpetiqu undertaking. In
Bridges' contract 'he was bound to
forfeit a •eettath amounl to the city
of Paducah if he did not finish the
work within a specitied time. Ile
did not c
the time 4çigvvd.therefore had to,
6IW fje $H1iiIØ.1tgotternment thel
amount of the forfeit. Bridges calmed
the reason he did not complete the
work wijhin-the proper tune was be-
cause the ,Evanirtle, people did not
get IlerS tiroliptky, lie prick, which lie
had to wait on, thereby sustaining the
costly delay. He owed the brick
company Sip/logo when he finished,
'the -wOrks and 'refused s to pay it be-
cause they uwoulds'ildt reimburse him
to the amehor t hid to forfeit into
the city treasury. The brick company
brought suit, and now the jury allows
Bridges $1,000 for the costly delay.
he had to pay for, and orders him'
to, pay the remaining $10,180.go to
the brick company.
• The plaiotiff executed bond with
•George C. Wallace as surety in, the
:suits of, Oscar L. Gregory against
0. I'. Wilson and James•A. Roberts.
In the litigation of F.. W. liagby
administrator. against Samuel Stuard
the plaintiff tiled a copy of the county
court order appointing him admin-
istrator.
Tito defendant asked for a new
trial of the suit of J. W. Jackson
against the Paducah Traction com-
pany. Jackson was Wednesday given
judgment for Stec damages against
the street car company on account of
being pus.hed front a car one day -by.
tbe conductor and painfully injured
on strtking the ground.
The 'American-German National
bank, one oi the co-defendants, filed
a motion for a new trial of the suit
where the Gray & Dudley Hardware
company got judgment for nearly
Sao° worth of goods sold the E.
Saddlery company, and which
good, the bank held on warehonte
receipts.
The jury will not reach until to-
day the suit of J. W. l'entlley for
Mos` Pendley, against the Illinois
Central railroad compan?:. but when
it is done. the jerors will be dis-
miseed and judge take up the other
docket lie hears per.onally.
EIGHT MEN PERMITS ISSUED
WERE KILLED FOR BUILDINGS
LABORERS AT WORK FIVE I ONLY EIGHT DOCUMENTS SE. 
HUNDREDFEET BELOW CURED FROM CITY ENGI-
SURFACE Of? EARTH. NEER'S OFFICE.
Meet Death Without a Moment's Owners of Brick Yards Will Not
•Warning—No Chance for Any I Start Uo Until About the
to Be Ariere. Middle of March.
Charleston. W. Va.. Jan. at —With
a (ret)liation heard kir miler, and
which hurled debris hundreds of feet
into the air, dust in the Stuart mine,
near Fayetteville, exploded at is*
yesterday safternson, triaging a terri-
ble death to eighty or moire mea who
were at work mote than _;oo feet be-
low the surface.. 1
. There is no chance that any of
11:e men will be ten out alive, for
it is thotight that the tetrific . iwrce
.of the explosion "miffed nut their
lives instantly. It will not be possi-
ble for the reecueriv'to reach the bot-
tom of the ?haft until within forty-
eight hours. The disaster is perhaps
the Worst. -the mitiabt4r killed, is
the history of this etitt.. Most of
the men were Americans, and mank,
of them were married and had large
families-.
There were a dozen or more col-
ored men and fifteen or mode aliens.
The rescue work was commenced as
soon as the wrecked parts of the
shaft house could be repaired. About
two lionre after' the ceploaion thicee
men were lowered into the shaft in
„an improvised, bucket Before de-.
:wending sixty feet two of the men
',were overcome with foul air and the i
:,. shied was barely able to give the
. /signal to their eisinracies at the top.
ALL-NIGHT BANK
FOR NEW ORLEANS.
New Orleans, Jan. 31.—Annotioce-
ment that a night bank will be
Atartcd soon by the City Bank and
Trn . company of New Orleans leas
made atst night by.. • M. 5. Sanders.
preeident4of -that mstitution. Under
O•t:the night arrangement, the bank will
.be open continuously sfrom to a. m.
-emit midnight, two sets of clerks be- The happy
ing employed for The purpose. busy one. '•
The•Thill ea con crintinnes for the
house builders of et:: city, as nothing
is practically goins on at present in
On% line, w.th exception of construc-
tion of a few smail structures. The
records in City Fes:lamer L. A. Wash-
ington's .01A.!e ahriv.ir that permits *ere
secured olteiag janeary for erection
of only eight bailleoes, only two or
thee of whiz:I - call for expenditure of
sums of any corscrueenee.
The permits entoltd the following
parties to erect the enerazter of build-
ing mentioeed on the &iterated
streets at stipulated cost:
John Sinnott, ira:ec adeition on
Monroe between Eighth and Ninth
streets. Stso.
W. F. Bradenr.v, briek lagilelng on
Broadway between Sixteen1h and
Seventeenth stretta,
Mrs. E. H. Kelly. frsm &n Bi:dge
between Flora sad Kinkead meets,
$age
Only Kentucky Martidn.:turinS coin
patty, frame on Trimble between
Twenty-first and Twenty- vi.r sad
'streets, $soci.
G. W. Schill'e i'ralieson
between Fifth and Ssita etreets, 5on.
Smith and McK:roeve brick addi-
tion .on Waehiteron bezween First
and Secdtid etreett.
Charles Clark, e•-reettgatec' ifon clad
building -oh Fourth hetween Ke-uteeky
and Washington, $to.t. ' 
The owners et yard: 'n the
city expect tti .toet -their- pinto;
about the midile of Marsh so. as tc,
get 'several teirian brick on 4;an4,
preparatory- for rtisS eolaintencing
in the building ilee about the iiv,s
of 'April. • • •
No matter 'how moch religion we




REVS H. E. JOHNSTON ATTAIN-
ING SUCCESS IN HIS AD-
VOCATION.
/




tri&d One. With* totikriog ltifRota'
' Rev.--111 Ile Johnston, who is work-
ing-to get tati s funds with which to
estabfish' the home for superannuated
ministers of the Memphis conference,
writes that since he started the work
one supeteenianatefbel:olreicly pplied
for sadmislioft to, Hie home, while the
'i1911. YrefIlwdlirine has sought
entrance also. The latter has a fain-
tly of children and desires to get close
to Atone, gnod.echsnel so ally caneprop-
crly ,edsocake Item.; ,
Rev.:Jain-item is working, hard to
get 'established these homes through-
out the 11feniplaia conference of Meth-
odist churches, and hopes to shave
many irtaugniafed before ionk. The
inihistere 'Whole long 'and ' codstant
services' have 'carried them into ad-
vanced age where they become super-
annuates, will be well cared for at
these beaks, as well also the widows
and children left dependent.
Word from different section' of -the
conference is that funds are being
raised and nice homes are to be
bought and maintained at expense of
this denomination.
CASE MUST BE TRIED
OUT ON ITS MERITS
Louisville School Board Has Chance
to Secure Valuable Property Owned
by Illinois Central.
- Frankfort. Ky... Jan. 31.—The court
of appeals, by Judge O'Rear. re-
-versed the Jefferson circuit court in
commonwealth, foe use. of Louisville
school board vs. I C R. R. Co.
The action on behalf of the school
board was brought seeking to re-
cover certain property owned by the
appellees which it is alleege,1 was not
neces•ary fin the businese of the
rei:road and therefore escheated to
the state for use of the school hoard.
The lower court held that the ac-
tion could not he maintained. • In
revereing this court direct* trial and
holds that the suit may be properly
tried in the name of the school board
for the property and gives directions.
The Louisville school board
through Randolph II. Blain and
Major 1). W. Sander, brought suit
there years ago for the school board
to escheat the property of the
Central railroad company on the
river front. between Fifth anti Sixth
streets. The property, on which is
located the lild horse show building.
was bought by the Illinois Central
for the extension or its terminal fa-
cilitiee. but was never used for this
purpo.c. The school board then
brought suiebut was knocked out in
Judge Kirby's court An appeal was'
taken, with the result noted above.
Attorney Wallace McKay. of the
Louisville school board, said the
property was %alms) at $2oo.000.
JAP SCHOOL QUESTION UP
California Senate Cails on Governor
to "Save Rights of State."
Sacramento. Cal.. Jan eia —The
senate today voted down the minor-
ity resolution on the Japanese school
question and passed the senate con-
current subresolution reported by
the majority-. This majority resolu-
tion, which was adopted without de-
bate, protests against the interference
with the alleged constitutional rights
of the state and calls nit the governor
and attorney general to do all things
necessary "to protect and save the
rights of the state of California."
The expected arraignment of the
president did not materialize. The
minority report reads: "Whereas,
"The presideot of the United States
is attempting to interfere," while the
resolution adopted substitutes "fed-
eral government" for the•president.
There was a somewhat tame debate
for an hour on the minority resolu-
tion, which differs from the inajorit/
in that it instructs the attorney gee-
eral to intervene in the suit now in
the federal court and to assert Os
sovereign rights of the state of Cali-
fornia, as reserved to it by the con-
stitutkm of the United States.
GOES TO ST.. LOUIS TO
RESTORE KITTEN TO
LITTLE SICK OWNER
-Henderson, Ky . Jan. 31.—Mt Al-
bert Hall, an aged man, left Hender-
son today for St. Louis to•take a pet
cat to his little grandson. Albert Hall
Smith, %Oft" is seriously ill. The little
fellow was on a visit to Henderson
recently, and on his departure, the cat
was accidentally left behind. The boy
soon became ill and calls, for the cat
so constantly that hie physicians have
ordered the cat produced. •
If we fail to kill our doubts they
will kill us.
christien is always The wider the Bible is opened the
Aida harder it strikes at sin.
SENDING ,OUT
I MANY 1 NOTICES
crry BOARD OF dUP*RVISORS
WILL RECEIVE COMPLAIN-




The Members iof the ottdy Not
Be b1,11*- Tao Pp' tko City
ThlielFosk.
1-fundreds of notices are being sent
out by the city boahl of supervisor!,
citing property owhers to. appear be-
fore the board on different dates next
week and show why the raise made in
their properti assessment should not
stand, YJJ toesubelfrrof theettcr 4e.
partrnehr distribitting * • 6t1tiei
et+iclie Alltsw name of the owner,
'location of property', amount prig'
nally assessed-and amount raised to,
together with notatioill 54 the date on
40'40 th 1130464.0* IMO. any
pear lietiore'. the helerl.` There will
be about. font inntifived notices sent
out altogether, as that many pieces of
property are changed in valuation.
The first • of t he! protesting's' *where tri:
peaks Sionday-incavaissi and &minute
coming all through the week.
The supervisors thought they would
get time to tale up and value the pub-
lic franchise* this week, btu work of
issuing the notices is taking up so
much time, together with other de-
tails, that the municipal grants will
not be brought into newton until
next week. The board will be in *co-
tton until the third week of February
CLEVELAND TO SPEAK
AT CHICAGO.
Former President Will Address Un-
ion League on February as.
Chicago, Jan. se—Waiving his
te-ejudiee againee seating nee* of
New York. former Preseident Grover
Cleeeland has accepted the invite-
ton of the Union I.eagur club to be
the chief speaker at its Washington.*
b.rtinlay celebration on Fels 2Z. The
only living es-president conveyed his
acceptance in a letter received by- W.
P 'Sidney, chairman of the political
action committee, a close personal
ft itstil.
The subject of the former presi-
dent's address is mg known to the
committee, lint it is expected that
announcement will be*made within a
seek. 'This marks the first appear-
ance of Mr. Cleveland in Chicago
I.vr many years and the subject of
his relnarks has awakened the keen-
est speculatio naming the dertescrat•
of the central west. Indeed. only
the appearance of itlisiliam Jennings
Bryan after his European tour has
exeited the same amoitut of inter-
est.
St erecy was exacted by the former
thief CXeCtVr as CAM o tthe comb-
items upon which he would %int the
t.est lie had hoped to keep the fact
ct his intentions unknown until
aithin a few days of Feb. 2.2. The
frequency with which he has been
obliged to decline smaller iumtations
from the west is given as a reason.
When his accept:wee was received
by the commence however, it was
spooubnlicf
ble 
.ound that it would be impossi-
for the news to be kept front the
The "sage of Princeton" will ap-
rear at a meeting to be held in the
artrrnoon at the Auditorium hotel.
This will be followed 'by a dinner at
the Union League deb in the evening
given in his honor.
Every honor will be shown him
tinting his sty in Chicago and he will
be conveyed west on a special train
accompanied by members of the club.
President Finley of the College of
the City of New York will be the
ehief speaker at the forenoon celebra-
ten of Washington's birthday at the
Auditorierm for students of the va-
rious high schools.
L. & N. HELD FOR
MANSLAUGHTER
Action Marks New Departure in
Court's Criminal and Civil
Practice.
New 'Castle, Ky., Jan. 31.—Charles
H. Sanford, cometionwealth's attor-
ney of this judicial district. has pro-
cured an indictment by the grand
jury of the Henry circuit court
against the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad company, on the charge of
involuntary manslaughter. This is the
first time that an indictment on that
charge was ever returned against a
railroad in this part of. the state, and
it is believed that it is the first time
%itch an indictment was ever found
in Kentucky.
The indictment is founded on tae
killing- of rress Cearbip in a railroad
collision on the road of the accused
company, which occurred several
months ago 'near 'Sulphur, in this
county. If the indictment can be
ssistained on the charge in the circuit
and appellate courts, At willeamouht
to a radical departure in criminal
practice, and will no doubt affect t e
civil practice so far, ac' damage sit ts
ate concerned. 's ,
Prof. Lowell says there arc canals
on Mars that arc 35 miles wide. Th:s
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as Shimmer silk, Zephyrs, Madras,
Bitiste, New'Ginghams, etc:
They raige. in Orice from.10 cents
to 50 centi '
. I.
Now is te tittile) ' mike a.trood
selection. N.' goods' of evOry
description are arriving clink.
.•
TO BE SEEN AT
.ivies
•
'THE STORE THAT LEADS"
Advertise in the Register and get results
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build tbe house: you pay he k as yes
pay root Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice loto ea the
propand car extessioo on lined to =kw depot sod as Aliso
streets from $so to Sip each. Bay now on installment pisin
whi1a cheap. Trio Is the highest ground in the city. Property to
anvanciag rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.






Steam and Hot Water Ilepting.









DUC.Aii REAL !ST. Mrtgsocanuty PAYMENT LOTS FOR ENVET- MOM VIE/1104
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.






























WITH FEW MORE FEET FALL




The Backwattr Coining Into Cross
Creek Run the laborers Away
From tht Wisrkas
The Ohio river is falling and as t
notes down there is drawn from t
" ',follows into the city the buckwateie
that has, been standing in the low
'Places for some weeks. With a few
feet fall of the backwater the con-
. 'tractor's ertlplOytt can reSUrrie :work
.%-irr the new-sanitaity Sewerage around.
'Ptonkett Hill; West • Clark, Jackson,
Kentucky end Other places that are
-`loideired by Gross Creek. which 'vas
nearly to Eleventh and Broadway.!
'Aittund the creek the sewer mains are',
-brzetc and placed deep down in the
ground. hence when the backwatqr
-?came in the hollow it rustled into the
Sewer main, on reaching a high stage,
''Itiereby running away the Workmen.
Now ith a little more tall of :thle
river the backwater will'be,downllink
enough foe tfte mei, to adsurne work
• laying the big brick maim. Whifir
the water isI blew the.astaches are .
work cotatruetilig alit sewer at tl
'high places .not affeeted by the .agu
' 7of elver. •
s. Sorge forces of men are being
worked by Contractor Bridges on the;
- -new sewers. hot it will be well in the
• vivw to terminating the defieit which
has been occurring annually in the
ristatoffice 'departments for a good
many years'. consists of three senators
. end three representatives. It is, there
lore, rather a joint continittee of the
two houses than a eominission.
• The senators are I'enrow. of Peen-
1-'sylvavii.a chairman of the senate mom-
Mince on pii•tottices, anti Carter, of
'Montana, and Clay, of Georgia. mere-
hers of drat committee. The bouts;
• members are Overstreet. of Indiana.
• chairman of the horse committee on
ttostrofices, arid Gardner, of Michigan.
sod Moon. oi Tennessee. members of n.arein t• the orsod Inc emertensier.
' 'that coninuttee
A joint committee so constituted
should hate been able. to deal midi
the subject intelligently if they hare
been doing their duty. as meenlaers of
the committee of the tao houses and
leaking themselves familiar with the
arioness of the department and the
1.sos got crithig it. .Anil iii so-nc re-
Rocco, they hare deaft with It very
welt. though as to the most important
question involved in the inquiry they
have failed to recommend the radical
ben (sheaves. pad simple reform that
the case requiret.
. They find oac eatt.e of the deficit in
ease...aye patment to the railroads for
caosting mail matter They recoils-
sosaul 3 scheme of reduction winch, it
i• estimated. still reduce the coat ofi
carrying • the mails for $3.00n.000. est
year at the outtet.
'But they treat the low rates on tee-
emd-clos• matter and the breaking of
the *Idol-class matter ipto the sacred
second-clats,Mciosuree as by fir the
most important cause of the deficit.
it is with this that they fail to deal
tadieaily and adequately. They admit
that '..the difference between the see-
, olid7cIass rate and the next higher
rote, the third-class rate. is too great.
In •
IS Teat
so far as a
class rate I
lutely speaking.
adettitted this, the do
se.'oot boldly ant) take, their
stand on the sound doctrine that it is
not the duty of the government to
subsidize the newspaper business
{epos the pretext that it it in 'the. inter-
eit ,of good gineetoment that the peo-
ple ,fho:1214-have the news and the ex-
planation and eoltnnent 'accompanying
the news thitt,coptribtAe to the forntas
Von of intelligent pgPlic opinion.
tiewlipapers it a Pusipesa
k'nntiutted fbr prOfit, t1gt like'publfsit-
ing books and just•like manufactur-
ing and selling flour, clothing, boots,
hats and other articles that people
need in order to he good and respect-
able citizens as much as they need
newspapers.
' There is no reason why it shottl'd
be 'subsidized more than any other
business which consists in supplying
-people with the supposed nicess'aries
of 
lifeInstead of recognizing this fact and
proposing to make rates of postage
which.taill cover the cost of carrying
and handling this kind of merchan-
dise. including an that is not readily
4ilitiquishable as belonging to soine,
, other crass, the tommittee submits an
elaborate scheme of discriminating
v4etti-cen second and third clue Mat-
ter. '
I •It gocs et-en to the tength of pt
aks,:na ereate a net body of
Ciansm to be 'mown as the "postal
appeals coMroission," consisting 'of,
'three mettahers, as a permanent csa
tablialiment to decide what newapa-
-ter, and other periodicals are second-
elasS matter aid as such entitled ,to
'se carried below cost aid "that simi-
lar matter is tbird-class and therefore
sni4die.of the summer beletre the sys- liable to pay more than cost, presum-
tem it entirely c,,mplettal and ready sbly to make good the loss on the
• -for use • nrivileged merchandise.
That is no way to remedy the de-
ficit evil. The only watt is to make
Reseal Reforms. every class of matter that the gov-
(Chicago Chronicle.1 rernment ought to undertake to carry
TbTcosnisüuss. as it is called, at all pay enough to cover the cost.
-whk;lt has been making an investigs- That is business to the extent that
lion •rf poeml affairs with a special the government ought to do business
—and that extent does not cover a
general freight business—and it is
common sonse It %Mild POI•ie the
deficit problem and 'save a gseat deal
of bother and Superfitrou4 officialism.
The Chrotticle sat S nothing it
now about the commission's attempt
to defire seconsi-clas• matter bezamise
,t taisaes tos mpliat,re Inc Joctrina
that all sulter•I'zing of the pies., in-
frank;og oithin the ctenut-
of publication, ought to be doe-on -
footed fotally aro that the entire r-4t-
nce bissines• ought to be plaerd
a self - topoortaie basis. wah a -on II
OLDEST MASON DIES
AT THE AGE OF so..
Otis Eddy. of Rockford. We. Ini-
tiated Into Order in alas.
kockiord. Ill.. Jan. 31 —Otis Eddy,
aged tot, the_ oldest Macon in the
world, died here today as the result of
'4hin1ip4ion broultht bout , ate.
lie - wfuld have akes lot yeire old
Augnst aft. anil since he passeif the
centers- mark his birthda)s hare at.-
trailed unlisted interett.
K F. W. Ellis lodge placed a large
picture of him in its lodge room and
was, proud oi the fact that .the Iftdge
had on its rolls the oldest member
Alr Eddy ott born in Burrillville. R.
1.. in Inca. He joined the Masons in
ravouclet, R. .1., in iftta.._when ;le
was twenty-one years of age, and hat
kept up his membership ever tinct.
,Siiiee his seventy-fifth anniversary he
has had the distinction of basing been
a member lougest in point of years.
and for several years has been older
than any other Mason alive, lie has





Leask, Mo., is 'Ovid-trail/a* a beaW-
fully framed piettutelotarice 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to crew .441dinfrjt
' f6r the year's 'subscription to their
• great semi-weekly' intik, bid rafirm
Progrees, a monthly agri-ulturat pa-
peo ihed. by ,The Rep. • ••
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you aim rafting'
the paper at present, send in your do)-
lay and have your time marked up for
ofteyear and get one of these beauri-
. Jiff ,pictures without any extra eget.
The pictures re genuine works of
. dine in nine colors: Two of them
-are heads of beautiful gtrts. .(re
wears a black picture hat and has two
'verses pinned- to her pink bodice. If
thia one is desired, order No. too''..Ilter.
Spring Girl" No. it, or "The gummer
• •Giel,". dream .a. light . brown. picture
• .ht, trimmed with tight green. She
'also wears a amid ' gieen
with a bun-cu of very pretty. flowers at
4. her breast. The retraining picture, or
No. 12,. is a three-quarter length pic-,
thee tenresenting "The Winter Girl."
, ktYpTittOr,ate*Ii ..1'S.41°Frk..netn rim
TB: Uinta UrifIrritiddllot eatilltafte
• metal and are all black. To tegiftes
from real ebony it would be nete6sitt y
_tire* frolortjqiitflifor
it • • -.;Y. ZIA-7
aminaeldh, Ilie‘picteres and frames
tare ear ifird oretty•inough'40` grace,14 rip 44, fit millionaire's home.
tg cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
litN4 retail stores for less
than so cents. The best recorgmenda-
tion thrit we 'can wive them ItAto say
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
lied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already .4 subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEE'K REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly. Farm Progress, sensd a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
Torr. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PistiLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly. family paper in the conntey,
and...Warm Progress is , the fastest
iticitAting "firtit monthly in' America.
.Remember .that you get both these
splendid, publication* for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures. all for any Sr.
a, Remits- by ,posatiotitee or eapeess





CHIEF CHEMIST WILEY TELLS
!HOUSE COMMITTEE ABOUT
• COLD STORAGE. ,
Effects on Milk, Eggs, Fruit and
1110 -4111w96 Oysters Very
pattigerouti.
Washington, Jan. 31.—Dr. Harvey
W. Wiley, chief of the chemistry bu-
reau of the department of agriculture,
testified concerning the deterioration
of foodstuffs in cold storage before
the house committee on agriculture,
whose hearings on the agricultural ap-
propriatiou bill have just, been made
public.
The coldstiarage warehouses are at
Dr. Wiley's disposal in Washingtoit,
and he gave the results of experi-
ments with all sorts of foodstuffs.
Said Dr. Wiley:
"Milk begins to deteriorate right
away, and so does cream.
"Eggs also begin to deteriorate im-
mediately.
'Tont is improved, aud some times
continues to improve for three
month:.
"Meat improves up to about six or
sight weeks-. But aftee three months
far meat, you can see that it has
reached the maximum, and then it be-
gins to go down. 'I do not care hew
hard it is frozen." •
When eased for a further explana-
tion of the deterioration of meat
frozen in cold storage, Mr. Wiley
said:
Lose Good Taste and Smell.
"We find that meats do not taste as
well and they do not smell as well,
and every time the jury can pick that
which 'has been kept over three
months. Take 'our quail. We have
quad a year old, and we have a fresh
quail cooked at the same time. We
cock them jtist alike, anti every. tire
the jury can; pick them out bOudhid-
ed." •
Dr Wilt) stated that most foods
improved *ben tproperly 'kept for a
short thee, but he said the object of
rtrie experiments Is to infOrm the pub-
lic, and particularly the cold storage
people, how tote tfley may safely
keep food in storage. As yet lie said
he had been unable to determine
witeUter (*Tamil or tindrawn tenatry
keeps Letter
Oysters Should Not Be Frozen.
Dr Wiley was asked many •pies-
tions stout oysters, and said that the
oysters opened and shipped in buckets
should be prevented from entering in-
terstate commerce, as they arc dead.
"An oyster is dead an hour after it
is Opened," said Dr. Wiley, "Ind is,
not good. It loses its flavor."
In response to inquiries front Repre
imitative Haskins as to the advisa-
bility of freeziqg oysters to preserve
them for shipment. Dr. Wiley said:
"Oh, they ought not to be (enrol.
That ruins them and as %ono as they
thaw they are riangernumi.'
lie urged that oysters be shipped
alive and in ;he shell. Dr. Wiley
said the oysters. sent our in tin caas
are all right. a
Gelatin Made From Hides.
Gelatin was denounced by. Dr
Wiley. who sod: "ft is made from
scrapings from hides. Those hides
that smell to heaven are treated and
trimmed, and these trimmings are
used to make gelatin. The marine
hospital service found tetanu.s germs
in gelatin."
Dr. Wiley said the gelatin factories%
arc the dirtiest in the world; that the
hides used .are treated with alkali.
which is rubbed into them for ship-
ment He said that this gelatin is
sontetimcs made in glue factories anii
that stuff that is not fi t for gluts
made into gelatin.
Used in Ice Cream and Candies.
In reply to a question from Repo...
sentative Haugen, Dr. Wiley said:
"Gelatin is used in ice cream anti
candies and for making capsules that
you take your Medicine in."
Ife added that there is no objectioa
to gelatin if properly made and there
is plenty of wholesome raw material
to make it of.
Dividing the Spoil.
(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
The only hope of the defeat of
bounties to steamships in the present
,congress hie -it the wint of agree-
mein of the friends of subsidy over
the division of the spoil. It is easy
for some people to get their own Con-
sent to commit a robbery, but the
division•of the booty o14n brifort the
most serious conflict,.
It Was thought that a proposition
to give mail subsidies to points in
South America might command the
Votes of many' peopt4 who were
averse to entering., upert a general
system of bountiet. Oar export trade
to,Sonth America Is indiernitably in a
bad way. It would • not be snsibly
helped by mail bounties: but for sill
that, some people might be perstrads
ed that it wound be helped and that is
the main point. .Mett who have been
elected to congress for other porposet
than that of.' !sweetly., want ot 'be
shown how they can satisfy their cops
stithents that they hare not voted for
a measure which is morally not ciifs
ferent from "robbing a henroost," at
this Hartford Courant, a republican
!C. •




-abing a henr4si, dotwithstas ng tsat
they have voted the republican ticket
for years. ,Thiy have for more than
a generatiou sdpported a robber tariff
but they are inclined to draw the line
against subsidies to Hill, Harriman
and other men against whom they
think they have a grievance.
Now it is well to have a correct
conception of a mail subsidy.. It is
the business of the federal govern-
ment to carry the mails, or get them
carried, and of course, it must pay
fora. No fair-minded man objects to
the government's paying a fair Price
for carrying the mails. But it is clear
enough that in the name of carrying
the mails the money may be wasted
by paying more than the service is
worth. Whatever is paid over and
above a fair conpensation is pure
bounty, and therefore unjustifiable.
The money paid does not belong to
congress, nor to the postmaster gen-
eral or his subordinates, but to the
people. To take money belonging to
other people and give it away, no mat-
ter how worthy the object, has been
decided by a New York judge to be
larceny. Congress may do this with-
out in-urring the penalty of legal lar-
ceny, but morally the question is not
at all different. In New York 1114- 1
faithful trustees are node to answer
to the courts, but unfaithful tong/oil-
men have only to answer to their Con-
stituents. 'But the people chn do
enough to them if they desire, and'
hence the hesitation of some of tbeht.
The owners of some of the Pacific
limes are not willing that there,
sho,uld be instil subsidies for South
American lines, unless there were
something in it for them. So two lines
from the Pacific coast to the orient
were iecluded in the bill to be re-
ported. Without this concession it
rould probably not have been report-
ed at all. But since the bill has got-
ten luta the house some representa-
tives look askance at the subsidy to
the Pacific lines, which are popularli
described as subsidies to Hill and
Harriman. The government is sup-
posed to be after these gentlemen
with reference to their railroad plans,
and the inquiry why it is voting them
hundreds of thousands of dollars an-
nually out of the treasury is embar-
rassing. Hence the question has
arisen me hether it would not be better
to drop the Pacific lines and snake
the bounty apply only to those with
South America. But the partisans of
the Pacific robbery are shaking their
heads and saying, in effect, that the
larceny eannot be consummated un-
less they get part of the spoil. They
profess to have assurances front sena-
tors that a steal thus restricted, will
not go through. More people must
have a share of the "pork," or the
hog-killing will be postponed to a sea-
son olven the carvers of the meat are
more liberal in their views.:
The minority report on tho subsidy
bill states correctly that the object is
not really to pay for carrying the
mails, which is well enough. but that
the greater part of it is "pure
gratui.y." That is a diplomatic or
perhaps we should say it is a parlia-
mentary. oe presume, to say that it
is robbery, or larceny. because it is
only morally and not legally larceny.
and because such an expre•tion would
have hurt the feelings of the honor-
able members who voted to report the
bill. Still we know what "pure
gratuity- means. It is well when one
gives a gratuity out of his own money
for a worthy purpose, but when he
gives other people's money which 1.1e
holds in trust. for purposes foreign
to the trust, a term that is harsher
may be applied The harsher term is




Executive Will Invite Citizens to
Consider ain With Him Next
Week.
Undertakers and Embahners.
06 B. TRIED STREET 13r
Abram L. Weil. & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, LI te,11.1101/117,' Stearn Boller-
. . ,
Campbell'
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SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FEEIGHT, MACHIN-
LW AND ffouszlioLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND KO) ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
St. Louis, Jan: 31.—The .bill for a
constitutional ,amendnientt empower-
ing Si. Louis to issue bonds for the
construction of a rapid-transit subway
will be transmitted to the Missouri
legislature early next week by Mayor
Wells. City Counselor Bates has for-
mulate(' the measure and he will hanl
it to Mayor Wells today.
Preparations for building a subway
will take several years of work, and
the construction will require yea's
more. By the time that the projezt
could be finished, or even completed.
in the congestee. district, St. 1.tilis
would need, according to the prevail-
ing opinion, undergroisod rapid-tran-
sit facilities. Mayor Wells desires to
adjust matters so that the enterprise
may be launched at any time.
The otan is for the city to biriii
the subost- and Iciest i. to a pcivats
company. The mon.n- received font
the lessee would meet Oa interest
and sinking fund requirements. 'file
subway world be under municipal
suriervition. Mayor Wells eiplains
that the c'ty, would thus build tl.c.
subway 41 no cost to tht taxp-orisraSr,
and that. although' -.She ertterpsise
would he pahl for by the 'lessee, the
city wools! 1,1s n the subway.
•It is planned, too, for the Fads
bridge and tunnel to form a part of
the interurban higlawsy and turban
subway system. Mayor s'Wello has .in-
dicated that the acqttisition of these
properties would be' a good invest-
ment f4r the city. 4' ,40,19prin
"IT. , IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG TIIINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
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Big Bargaino in I
Wall paper,
Now is the time 'to Buy
Mall paper ;
We have the largest line of up-to-datc wait paper
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315 BROADWAY
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We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer:- subject to the action of the
democratic party.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
city jailer, subject to the action of
the denuicratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam I- Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
detnocr2tic party.
Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to anuounce
f4eorge W. loandram. of Livingston
coanty, as a candidate for railroad
tommissioner from the First Rail-
road district of Kentucky; subject to
the action of the democratic party.
Friday Morning, February I.
• Porcelain Houses..
In thin (Bay and generation the
mind looks to the future, and at first
glance the writer in the Chicago
Examuser, who sees in the elimination
gil te forests a posibihty of por-
celain houses, seems to have
stretched his imaginative powers
somewhat. Yet when we see around
es still stranger things, he is really
rot s far out of line. He says:
"The elimination of the forests
bat. forced the attention of men to
all sorts of fantasuic substitutes for
wood 24 building matenal. Already
se have had the proposal of con-
crete houses for the poor.
;Not long since Thomas A. Edi-
son waved his wizard wand and a
magic invention at once sprang into
being. The Edison necromancy
sotsisted of nothing less than porta-
ble molds that could be iutscrewed
and taken to pieces after a house had
been molded.
"An indefinite ;lumber 4if houses
could thus be made by the use of one
pait of mold,. The plan was to con-
struct thc foundation. then screw the
nolds together thereon, and into
them pump concrete. When the con-
crete had hardened the molds were
token apart and, presto! there was
your house. Was it not truly Edison -
ion?
"The latest loanse proposition,
however, is even more startling. It
vetoes from London. ands therefore
.should be staid and matter-of-fact.
hut is it The elm, in a word, is to lived a short distance from the
build crockery houses. A chief meth- woman. The deed was the result
of of making porcelain has been dis- of grief on account of the death one
covered, plates of it inch thick year ago of her husband. James
costing only about $2.50 per square Taylor of that village. Parties draw-
yard. ing water discovered her body in the
sThe c.smposition is made of Car- cistern.
Lid.' clay and French flint, and it can
be glazed and colored after any de- Battle Linea of Counsel in the
Ift`44=-Nsigvt that sults the fancy of the build- Thaw Cause Celebre.
es-. The cost ,of either the concrete FOR THE PROSECUTION--
• or the porcelain. house is very much William TO Jerome, District Attor-
less thana 'similar one from any ney.
building material now in use. This
may be a reason why neither will ever
e ime into vomits,. s's •
"If the china dwelling should grow
fashionable, however, the cities of the
ature will ba veritable Spotless
Towns and wilt look like the kitchens
of the gods.".
'ibis is a great state of otos It
is always in the lime light-sparticu-
4 0, larly the mountain section.. The
:1-minsehani, (Ala.) Ledger lias the
latest spiel. here it is:
"Jackson county, Kentucky, has
earned a hard name because of its
gun plays, fueds and personal en-
counters. So much has been said
about it that the speopk have pre-,
pared a statement for the world.
Their statement is that the county
is a good one; that It has To,000 peo-
ple and every one of them was born
in America. Teer is not a foreign
born person in the county. There
county. There is not a single Con-
federate veteran the county. There
is not a single niegro voter in the
is iso diskilkry, a4d, there ta tio used
Francis P. Garvin, Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney.
FOR THE DEFENSE—Delphine
retinas, the Napoleon of the Western
bar, known as the greatest jury hyp-
notizer .west of the Mississippi.
Thomas McPike, one of his San
Francisco associates, a mild-mannered
poetic-looking little man with a
Shakesperian beard and a faculty for
digging things out of law books.
Clifford Ifortridge, rising to trans-
ient fame on the crest of the Thaw
notoriety.
Russell A. Peabody, law partner of
Ifartridge.
James if. Gleason, of the Hartridge,
rsabody Sr Gleason firm.
Daniel O'Reilly, one of time clever-
est and most sought after eritrinal
lowyers in New York in desperate
cases. In seleting a jury and in
seeking out the weak spots in whih
to land on them with emotion, pa-
thos or blandishment, Mr. (YReilly is
classed with those master jury work-
ers, Abe Hummel and Abe Lovy, al-
Clough raially differentiated.
The man who is always going to
oast tvtuorrow !lever gets there.
•
s
for a poorhouse. There are no needy. a
There is not a saloon in the county. 6A I Ghlf riA11There is not a dwelling, nor smoke-
house, nor store that needs a lock.'
"While all of these things do not
appeal to us, good things some of
ttiem 'undoubtedly are, and Jackson
cues well to present her. good points
and say nothing of human life being
imo safer, nor 'sacred than a chitk-
en's."
When tire dispatches announced a
few weeks ago that regiments of
Japanese soldiers were in Hawaii
ININED MIMED
everybody, including Uncle Sam,
hooted at the idea. Now # special
ccrrespondent of the Nashville Ban-
mr positively asserts that the dis-
patches told the truth. It III the
opinion of tlos scribe that Roelsevelt
will find that the little yellow dog
lie is now caressing and kissiltsill
sonic day nap at his land.
It is the little things of Ohs life
that worry us. The salons of congress
realize this, and spent much time
yesterday discussing the white fly of
Florida, the tobacco worm of Tenn-
essee and Kentucky and other:pesti-
ferous "varmints." Our own 011ie
made a strong speech on the :lowly
tobacco worm. He that if the
government would not protect the
farmer from the trusts that they, the
farmers, should be protected against
do: tobacco worm.
"Salome" was a bit too tough for
even the denizens of effete New York,
and Horse Car Wilde's latest and
nastiest play has been taken off the
stage., By the may, wouldn't the
author of "Salome" and Stanford
White have made a team if they had
combined forces a year or so ago?
lite eyes of the world are on
New Yo ric where the lawyers arc
rearly ready to begin to corn-Mende
the Thaw trial. Even the weather
man is interested and has allowed
a thaw after a several day's frost.
The Ganlion stub cems to be no
misnomer; the guests have a playful
habit of putting each other on the
THIS EVENING
AMUSEMENT GALORE FOR
THE AUDIENCE AT PARISH
HOUSE THIS EVENING.
Mrs. C. H. Blaney's Card Party Post-
poned On Account of Family Ill-
ness—Meeting of Mothers.
A crowded house will be paesent
this evening to witness one of the
most amusing and interesting little
plays ever produced in,the city, the
entertainment being given at Grace
church parish house under auspices
of the Junior Guild, of that congrega-
tion. The participants by constant
rehearsal have their parta well in
band and will supply the audience
with many delightful features.
The first number is a "Topsy Turvy
Concert." in which part's will be taken
by Misses Jennie Belle George,
Emma Greer, Ellen Ratcliffe, Ira
Berry, Regine Tyler, Nina Savage,
under the leadership of Miss Mollie
Coleman.
Tbe second part h a comic drama
of two acts, entitled "A Black Dia-
1110t1d."
The cast follows:
Ilulda a "Black Diamond' 
Elizabeth Kirkland.
Emily Makepeace, Fanny Makepeace.
cousins Katherine Powell,
Lucie Powell and Elizabeth Boswell.
Dr. June Aunt Matilda, their aunt,..
Mable Berry.
Clairmont Goodell, a college grand-
uate who works for his board on
The farm Edwin J. Paxton.
Captain Charles Houston Mr. George
Radford. Dudes of English type..
..Rankin Kirkland. Douglas Bagby
Illness Prevents Parry.
The card party of Mrs. C. H.
Blaney of Sixth and Clark, has been
called in on account of illness in the
--
Alumni Association.
The Paducah Alumni Association
meets this atfernoon at the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway. and
during the session the following musi-
cal program wil be presented:
Piano duet— Mrs. 'Lewis and Miss
Pury ear.




• NEWS IN BRIEF. • •
• I.
—Constable A. C. Shelton yesterday
told M Matlock's household goods
for dat.so to satisfy a court judgment
gotten against him by H. D. McChes-
ney on a debt. McChesney bought in
the woods-
-Professor Charles Oldrieve, the
"water walker" who passed here sev-
eral weeks ago left Vicksburg, Miss ,
yesterday on his way to New Orleans.
—Word from the postoffece depart-
ment at Wathington, D. C., is that
an inspector will be here shortly to ,
lood into the needs of the Paducah
postoffice and allow another mail car-
rier, if it is demcd advisable. The
natural growth of the town makes
more carriers necessary, and this fact
communicated to the department,
which will let another man help the
present postmen, if needed. No more
territory will be added, but the new
man help those looking after the pres-
ent routes.
—At Joppa. III., fourteen miles be-
low here on the Ohio river, there
was buried yesterday Mrs. Ida Taylor,
who Wednesday drowned herself in
the cistern of Andrew Todd, who
Piano solo—Miss Maybelle Beyer
Vocil solo—Mrs. Lela W. Lewis.
Piano duet—Misses Braselton and
Puryear.
Chresanthensum Drill.
At to o'clock this morning in the
parlors of The Palmer. a meeting
will be held by the mothers of the
children who take part in the Chry-
santhemum Drill to be given during
the Flower Carnival of next month
at The Kentucky All are urged to
be there
STORE FLOODED.
River Several Feet Deep on Floor of
Martin Voght's Place at
Golconda.
Mr. Martin Vogt, the Golconda, Ill.
saloonist, and family, are in the city
visiting friends, while waiting for the
high water to recede in the Ohio
river.
Mr. Voglit's saloon is right at the
rives front in that nearby city, and
the water has ben several feet deep
inside his building for some days now,
forcing him completely out of busi-
ness for the time being. Others there
are suffering in a like manner, the
water being so high that people have
to take skiffs to go to the depot.
When the river gos down sufficintly
Mr. Voght returns there to reopen
his place
FLOATER FOUND.
Captain Henderson Caught It, But the
Body Broke Rope and
Floated Away.
Mr. John Henderson, the towboat
mate, reported' yesterday that the day
before, while lie was watching the
river from the foot of Jackson street,
he noticed the dead body of a man
floating by. Jumping into a yawl he
pulled out, caught the corpse, towed
it to bank and tied it with a small
rope to sawlogs moored in the stream
at this point. Mr. Henderson came
up the hill to notify the coroner, but
when he went back the strong stir-
rent had tugged' at the body so the
rope broke and the corpse floated on
down stream.
It appeared to be a Irma 35 years
of age, and the shriveled condition of
the skin indicated the corpse had been
in the water a day or two.
SUES RAILROAD 2,140 TIMES
Farmer Wants $10 for Each Loco-
motive That Crossed Larid.
Appleton, Wis., Jan. 31.—Henry
Miller, today: began 2,140 suits•agailst
the Chicago and Northwestern gait,'
way company for $2t,40o, or $ro for
every locomotive that has. crossed
'his farm since lie advised the rail-
road company to construct a pl Ivert
!riot crossing at the point Agere the
'railroad crosses his land. The cam-
ilaints i nthet.e cases till about Soo
ty ocovritteu pages.
'
EA PAM SUIT BE LODGED
TODAY IN CIRCUIT COURT
CITY SOLICITOR COPIED INT
ORDINANCE STIPULATING
TROLMEN SHALL BE ON T
COPIED INTO THE PETIT!
TUCKY STATE LEGdSLATUR
THAT SECOND CLASS CITIE
OF NOT LESS THAN THIRT
PECTED IN THE LITIGAT
WEEKS.
O THE SUIT THE PADUCAH
THAT ONLY EIGHTEEN PA-
RE POLICE PORCE. AND ALSO
ON THE ACT OP THE KEN-
E LAST YEAR. DIRECTING
S MAINTAIN DEPARTMENTS
Y PATROLMEN—DECISION EX-
ION WITHIN THE NEXT FEW
This morning the city solicitor will
file in the circuit court the ex pane
suit for purpose of getting a legal
test of the bill adopted by the state
legislature last year, wherein pro-
vision is made that the second class
cities of Kentucky shall maintain
police forces of not kss than thirty
patrolmen The solicitor drew up
the papers in the case yesterday and
will lodge them with the court this
morning.
In the petition the solicitor copied
in full the legislative enactment of the
Kentucky general assembly provide
ing that the second class municipali-
ties, which includes Paducah, shall
I have not less than thirty patrolmen
in the police department. In the next
paragraph the solicitor copied into
I the petition the ordinance now on thebooks of the city of Paducah andadopted by the municipal general
council, which ordinance stipulates
that the police shall not have more
than tighten patrolmen on the force
I The judge is then asked to construethe controversy and decide whether
there is binding and effective the
ordinance adopted by the Paducah
boards providing for tighten men, or
whether this ordinance is superseded
by the act of the Kentucky legislature
compelling the employment of not
less than thirty patrolmen.
The republicans in the Paducah





TURNED TO DUTY AT I
MEMPHIS YESTERDAY.
Ur. Ernest Stevens is Dangerously
Ill With Typhoid at Paris. Ky.
Hudnall Landram Well.
Alter lying in the Illinois Central
ikon's 
•Mr. T. L. Mahoney yesterday morn-
ing returned to his duties as telegraph
v•perator in the train dispatching of-
fices for the road at Memphis. Dur-
ing the first of October he came here
ture has not right to say bow many
police a municipality shall maintain,
the republicans contending an enact-
ment of this nature divests a city of
self government, and is adverse to the
constitution.
The democrats are as strong in
their belief that the legislature can
pass a bill of this character, and cite
Missouri where the state says how
many oolice the cities shall have, and
also where the governor of Missouri
appoints the police commissioners.
The democrats also say the state as-
sembly has authority over the police
department, because every patrolman
is a stste officer in one sense of the
word, being qualified to serve state-
warrants. They point to the legisla-
ture's act fixing the salary of the city
jailer's at a certain figure. The Padu-
cah council thought the legislature did
not have the right to do this and
would not pay City Jailer Thomas
Vvitts the amount of salary directed
by the state assembly. Mr. Evitts
carried it into the court where the
highest tribunal of Kentucky decided
the state legislature's bill was valid.
and Evitts would have to be paid the
designated sum.
The is pane suit will be taken up
right sway by Judge Reed and a
decision is expected within the next
few weeks. Whichever way it goes,
it is proble the matter will be taken
to the appellate bench for final ad-
judication.
GOOD MAN FOR PEARY TO
TAKE TO NORTH POLL
Toledo, 0.. Jan. 31 —Bareheaded.
barefooted and wearing nothing but a
pair of overalls and thin gauze
shirt, W. F. Dowd. sta Wade street,
walked half a mile through ice and
snow to not a wager of a glass of
wine.
During his tramp hundreds of peo-
ple stopped to stare at him, and
filially somebody, thinking 'him crazy,
sent in a hurry call to the police sta-
tion. A patrol wagon dashed up and
Dowd was placed tinder arrest. At
the station Dowd said:
"I served my time in the navy, and
frequently on wagers I have gone in
an open boa!, with nothing on but a
pair of canvas trousers and a pea•
racket, and rowed for two hours, with
the waves 'praying over me and the
thermometer near zero. I never had
a cold in all my life, and I have never
l,ciislck a day "
lwon I) G. Murrell for appendicitis,
an was operate on by Chief Set- FREE rpF
having a very aggresssve case, it tak-
ing until now for him to completely
recover from the effects of the oper-
so
a
on, which performed a complete ,
cure. Ila was ?really dead %%-hen
brought here and placed under the
care of the chief surgeon
Serious Attack of Typhoid.
Friend, here will learn with deep
regret that Dr Ernest Stevens, the
dentist, is dangerously ill with a se-
rious attack of typhoid fever at his
home in Paris. Ky. His mother-in-
law, MI,. M. I). Williams of North
Fifth street, expects to leave for his
bedside immediately. Dr Stevens
s the son of the late Mr. Kie Stevens,
of the Scott-Stevens hardware firm
during life. The former moved to
I at'is several years ago.
Still in Quarantine.
Mr I fudniall Landram is still 'con-
oned at the isolation station at
Ponceton with a. mild attack of
smallpox, but will be dismissed in a
few days. He has been,sick with
this ailment for several weeks now,
and is the son of Hon. George Lan-
dram, the well known Smithland at-
torne , who leadingdid
for the Democratic nomination for
state railroad commissioner from
this district
Patient Moved.
Mrs. George Lenhard, wife of the
city license inspector, has been
moved from a private ward in River-
side hospital to their residence at
422 Soutir Fourth street, her condi-
tion being improved sufficiently for
that. She underwent an operation
at the institution several weeks ago.
Minor Accidents.
Mrs. Roy W. McKinney of West
jetterson is suffering from a pain-
rutty blistered fate, caused by a flame
and draft of hot air flashing out into
her face as she opened the door to
the stove.
.Conductor Dick liourland of the
it-reet car service has a badly gash-
ed wrist caused by accidentally
st-oving Ms arm through the glass
d,or of the car. .
The nation has no better friend
than the mother who teaches her











This beautiful picture is one of the
very latest productions in the photo-
graphic rrt, and one of the most
pleasing pictures ever produced by
photograph, combining the artistic ef-
fect of the etching with the soft flesh
tints of the water color.
In order to Ric/duce this new work
at once, we will make one of these
beautiful pictures absolutely FREE
with regular orders for one dozen pic-
tures.
This offer is good for a short time
only. Also special prices on all work
for 3o days. Call at Studio and see
this new production and get special
vices. Respectfully,
RILEY & COOK.
lig South Sixth street.
RUOfit uf THE 01.1110ITIt1 Of
FIRST NATIONAL
NO.1,99 BANK,
At Paducah, Ky,, at the gine et
Business Janurny 26, 1907
Resources. 't
Loans and Discounts $523.3!9•40
Overdrafts, secured and un-
secured  3461.85
Bonds, securities, etc 
Banking house, furniture 
s,00t
and fixtures  24,500
Due from National Banks
(not reserve agents)..:: 12%426.21
Due from State Banks and
$64.6gBankers........,
else/ eDne from p 
agents 
Checks and 'it her cash 6:08R445.92:
items 
New buildiag account 










Legal-tender notes 7,000,00 27,9eo.00
Redemption fund with UrrietAm •
Total 
circulation) 





Capitol stock paid fn $100.0oono
Surplus fund  loo,00000
Undivided profits, less ex-
penses and taxes paidis •44•0746-17
National Bank notes out-
sten ling . . 64,000.0ee
Due to other National
/tanks ... .643.A
Due to state banks and.
bankers  ds543-30
Individual deposit* subject
to check •• S16.390 17
Demand certificates tif de-
posit 25
Time certcates of de-
posit ........ . . . t 35446.1
Notes and bills rediscount-
ed   t .5a5Ao
Reserved for taxes  t0.0010.012
Total $77509 7.
State of Kentucky, County of Mc-
Cracken. ss.:
I, T. A Baker, cashier of the above
named hank, do selemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
T. A. BAKER, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this itst day of January. 1007.
PETER PURYEAR..
Notary Public










TWA!' IN POWDER KEG
Explosion and Firs Follow in Hop-
kingetle.
Ifopkinsville. Ky.. Jan. 31.—Hot
cigarette ashes carelessly dropped
into a powder can nearly half full of
the explosive caused the grocery of
Jim Buckner, near the city limits, to
be wrecked and set on fire, the build-
ing and its contents being an almost
total los.. The can containing the
powder was sitting on the floor and
several persons were in the house
smoking. Suddenly there was an ex-
plosion and a large part of the roof
went skyward. This set fire to the
building, and it was almost deartoyed
before the fire department could ex-
tinguish the flames. A negro named
Harris was painfully burned by the






At Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts 
Stocks and Bonds 
ranking House Furniture and Fixtures 
























































" •  
207,925.30
$262,1 5409
A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the est
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders payable on demand.












'Tis Late 'Tis True
BUT NOT TOO LATE TO BENEFIT YOU
onni•••
There is one time in the year when ow- splints faN so
low we don't, care whether we stake or lose, nor how
much. THIS IS THE TIME. IT'S NOW when we are
selling any of our mixed coats for  $5.00
"T ------are in number probably 300 of them and the
Prices were
$10, $12.50, $13.50,r$18.00, $20.00, $25.00
$30.00 and $33.50
You can comc to our store this morning and take either
one you like and only pay for $5.00
'1 LEVY'S 311BROADWAY BROADWAY
EXCLUSIVE READY-TO-WEAR.
* CHICAGO OFFICERS BELIEVE
WIEBOLDT IS IN PAM cAn
;
SOW'
LAST SUNDAY HIS BIG FURNITURE STORE BURNED AND HE
AND DAUGHTER MARTHA ARE SUSPECTED OF TOUCHING
IT OFF--MESSAGES RECEIVED HERE ANNOUNCE THAT
MRS. C. M. MALE OF PADUCAH HAD MORTGAGE ON THE
STORE. AND THAT IT IS BELIEVED MARTHA WILBOLDT
HAS COKE TO THIS CITY—NOTHING CAN BE LEARNED
OF ANY M. HALE OF THOSE INITIALS IN THIS CITY.
1111CY t
In erarching ior W. R. Wieboldt
and his daughter, Martha, the Chicago
police and newspapers have their eyes
on Paducah, as evidenced by several
telegrams received last evening by
The Register. W'iebotilt and his girl
are suspected to 'having burned the
former's big furniture store in Chi-
cago. and the arson iovestigatiosi N
now going oft there under direction
of the authorities.
Last evening The Register received




Believed here that Martha Wieboldt
and father W. R. Wicboldt, accused
of incendarism, may be at home of
Mrs. C. M. Hale of Paducah. Please
investigate and wire." (Signed) Chi-
cago Tribene.
Shortly afterwards the following'
was received by The Register from
Chicago:
'Wilhelm: Mac C. M. Hale of
Paderah holds mortgage on store of
t W. R. iVieboldt of Chicago. charged
with with arson. Wieboldt and
daughter Martha missing. Left note
slaying they were coins to commit
• suicide. Martha thought to be in I
I'adue,S with Mrs. Ifale. Ask Mn.
STORERS WILL BE HOSTS
TO ARCHBISHOP IRELAND.
Extend Hospitality to Churchman
During Visit et Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, 0.. Jan. 31 —Archbishoe
Ireland, who will attend the annual
banquet of the Knights of St John at
1 the Grand Hotel tomorrow night, will
be entertained dining his stay by the
Bellamy Storer., according to infor-
mation given as the deldence of
Archbiehop Moeller today. Rooms,
however, have been reserved at the
•• Coand Hotel for the archbishop.
'Archbishop Ireland is credited with
having converted Mrs. Storer to the
Catholic faith, and it was Mrs. Stor-
er's efforts to secure the red hat for
hint that resulted in the breach with
the president and Bellamy Storer's re-
call 44 ambassador to Austria
4i )
Against Anti-pais Measure.
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 31.--A petition
io railroad employee regarding the
• anti-pears hills was presented to the
flatueti, today. The petition protests
against the passage of the Stone anti-
Pass bill, which, elite out local attor•
neys and physicians of the company
• and re-et-nets the menibets of the em-






Prevents and Cures Chap-
peel Rough Skin. Wakes
1 the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves aN blem-
ishes caused by the cold
winds.
1 DELIGHTFUL TO USEAFTER. SHAVING
?` For Sale onlY at,
BACON'S
IMMO Watt
Hale if Martha is there ' iSigned)
Chicaoo Chronicle.
The city directory does not show
any Mrs. C. H. Hat, neither could
anything be learned of her, after an
investigation by The Register,
Wieboldt ran a big furniture house
at taot Belmont avenue, in Chicago,
and was a %cry wealthy man until
the past year or two when he lost big
sums speculating in the markets. It
is also pruned in Chicago papers
that his family troubles preyed on his
mind. Yesterday's Chicago Chronicle
publi•ted pictures of Wieboldt and
his two daughters.
The furniture house burned last
Stinday and it is claimed that the
daughter Martha and the father set
fire to it. It is a pretty big case. the
Chicago papers being full daily of
lengthy mention regarding the in-
vestigation being conducted by the
fire marshal and police. Monday the
father and girl Martha disappeared,
after mailing a letter to the Chicago
police chief telling him they intended
committing suicide
It is not believed they cante-la this
city, as nothing whatever ran be
learned of them. Wieboldt it a prorn-
*tient man who has been itit" liminess





Moves Many Miles West, According
to Hydrpgraphic Observations,
Leavine Cuban Coast for
Central America.
N„ew Orleans, Jan. 31.—Startling de-
flections in the freakish gulf stream
and strange phenomena existing in the
Mexican Gulf,believed to be an in-
direct result of the Kingston earth-
quake, are revealed in an official re-
port today from Captain John C.
Soley, of the gulf division of thc by-
drographic office.
The etre-am has moved 'oasis- miles
to the west, now passing close to the
coast of Central America in one big
circle, turning to the north and east.
instead of keeping the sinuous line it
formerly described.
Before the earthquake the gulf
stream ran close to the western end
of Cuba, curving and winding its way
toward the American coast from the
south, then turning away to the east
and passing out around the Florida
WILL TAKE UP
POISON CASE
GRAND JURY TO DELVE
INTO TELEPHONE
GIRL'S DEATH.
Theory Odvanced That Poison Was
Given Girt by hflerried
Wonsan.
Evansville, Ind., Jan. v.—Oscar R.
Luhring, deputy procesuting attorney
of Vanderburg county, today an-
nourrced that the grand jury will con-
vene next Monday to begin an inves-
tigation into the death of Agnes Saul-
man, the pretty 18-year-old telephone
girl who died a week ago last Satur-
day under mysterious circumstances.
It will take a week or ten days for
the grand jury to finish the investiga-
tion, as several witnesses have been
summoned who were not examined
by Coroner Edward Laval. Officers
have not abandoned hope of makint-
an arrest in the case.
The theory advanced is that the girl
was given the poison by a married
woman whose husband had been
keeping company with the Sauiman
girl.
A few days ago it developed that
short time before the girl died the
wife of this man, who had threat-
ened her life, visited, her room and
left a letter. Agnes destroyed the
letter before she died, but envelope
which came from a hotel in St. Louis,'
is in the hands of the coroner. It is
known that this married woman had
visited in St. Louis a short time be-
fore this.
Today a specimen of the hand-
writing of this married woman was
compared ,to the handwriting of the
envelope and it was stated by an
expert that the handwriting was the
same.
Another phase of the investigation
today was the securing by the
officers of a postal card that the dead
girl wrote to this married man from
Mempitis several weeks before her
death. She was in Memphis at the
time visiting her brother, who is em-
ployed by the Illinois Central rail-
road. On the postal card was the
picture of a girl.
There are many mysterious things
connected with the case that baffle the
police. One of these is the source
Irons which came the poisoned .cap-
aule left in the girl's room during
her illness and a short time before
she was removed to a local ho•pital.
where she died. The brother of the
dead girl, who is here from Mcinphis.
hints that an effort is being oleic to
coser up the crime.
BAPTIST MISSION
GROWING FAsT
(Continued from Page Out.)
rection. %Thy should you leave the
center of such a large community,
that is intersected by railroads from
all these points, and go to one of
these i'aces that will only point to
a few of them?
We think, many of us, that the
good work, to a large extent, might
be handicapped and retatded.
Really, your work might be propor-
tionately minimized. There can be
no doubt that this entire territory will
be reached from this (Memphis)
standpoint.
The newspapers 'and letters age
going from Memphis twice or more
daily, thus reaching all these points:
besides, here you are so efficiently
organized for the work.
You are surrounded by some of the
best ministers in the world, and your
noble Land of "soul winners" can,
not be beaten. Why threw away all
these means to minimize your efforts
peninsula to the northern waters in other fields within this community
along the Atlantic coast, of towns and 'cities? Ac said before,
Captain Soley fixes the location of many are visiting here from various
a vast pool of oil two hundred miles other points and imbibing the cus-
off the Louisiana coast direttly south I tom so effecti-Veli'in-pperation here,
of the mouth of the Atchahtlya river. conveying the same back to their re-
To a depth of. four feet dtalis noth- spective places and instilling such into
ing but greasy fluid. , I the hearts and actions of their people,
Off the Florida coastollilthind sea ' who are continually praying for us
has been discovered. lin extensive and yre for them.
area of fresh water, serromaded by gr. Cates opened last night's ser-
salt water, exists. Ed' slyings cif/lents vices with a very earnest prayer that
for hundreds of ..squatee,terstese keep he might do his best—"his head level
this sea entirely different in color and best"—just as he would do if he
quality from the gulf proper., sSes.. knew that his last sentence would
weed, flotsam and jetsam of the mean eto*e his life, and asked the listeners
is washed there anel remains. ' to listen just as they would if they
knew they would be dead before the
rising of another sun.M'CLELI‘Aff LASES
HIS VOTE PLEA.
&mama...mat
Denied Permission to Appeal From
Decieitm of Appellate Collo,
New York, Jan. jr.—Pertnission t.•
appeal from the deciston of the a;. is
late division of the snpreme court rre -
venting the destrno'on of the
vast in the Jaz!' rity, elec'time
denied to Marie McClellan by the ar
pellate divisicrtt tesirty: The court ha.i
previously affirmed the decision of the
lower court in relesing alive the
ballots tersbe dt3t:oyed. The mayor





''CLUB SPEECH SAYS RE-
FORM IS PREVENTIVE.
Mob Spirit Might Become Aroused
and Rich Would Be Shown
No Marcy.
Washington, Jan. 3o.—The' re-
markable clash between President
Roosevelt and Senator Foraker at
the Gridion club @inner last Saturday
uight continues to be the topic of ab-
sorbing interest in the national capi-
tal and destine the fact that every
word Spoken at the dihner is sup
posed to have been uttered in the
strictest confidence, details of the de-
bate continue to become public and
entil now a quite clear knowledge of
affair is possible..
From all reports it appears that
not only did the president make a
vigorous attack on the senate and
on Mr. Foraker because of the oppo-
sition to the administration in tbe
Brownsville affair, but that he also
sounded a warning to the financial
magnates of the country, declaring
that unless conservative reforms were
soon effected the mob spirit might
obtain sway and wealth be shown
no mercy.
"Looking squarely at J. Pierpont
Morgan and Henry H. Rogers:6 said'
a man who was at the dinner, "the
president sounded what was intended
to be a warning that they and other
men representative of Wall street
should not undertake to block the re-
buts. he had set in motion and still
has in contemplation
Warns of Mob Rule.
"He declared that it was well for
Ithem that the reforms were bring
; ut through by the forces of con-
servatism, for, otherwise, 'the mob,
the mob, the mob' spirit might be-
come crowned and plutocracy would
he ebown no mercy or considera-
tiOn.
"Morgan and Rogers flushed deep-
ly, while other guests squirmed in
their seats. The situation was be-
coming strained and the course of
the dinner had become interrupted.
"When the president had concluded
Mr. Blythe, the toastmaster, called
or Senator Foraker for a reply, for
he evidently felt that, since there were
so many senators present and the
Ohio man personally had been the
target for some of Mr. Rooseeelt's
shahs, it was the appropriate thing
to 'tall on him
Foraker In Hot Reply.
"The senator boldly accepted the
piesident's challenge. Personnaly. I
beiteve he would not have selected
I ra time or place for an encounter with
I, the president. but as he bad been at-
tacked he had a right to defend him-
sell, I have heard Mr. Foraker in
1, the senate on many occasions, but
I have never seen him appear to bet-
ter advantage than he did on Saturday
night. He was truly eloquent and
gate the president the plainest talk
he has probably ever listened to.
"I (lid not look at his hands. but
T think he had on onesounce gloves.
His blows were har4 and landed with
iereat force. To the Ohio senator
the presient looked as any other.indi-
vidual. In a word, the president was
only a senalor.
"fie told Mr. Roosevelt that lie
would discover by the time the senate
concluded its investigation of the
Rrownsville case that the discussion
in the senate had been more than
academic and ventured to predict that
tiss result w-ould prove it.
Reads Roosevelt a Lecture.
"Then he Toad the president a lec-
ture which those who heard it will
never forget. It was one of the most
c.empicte and effective excoriations I
ever heard. Possibly the- sting of
the president's remarks were inten-
slfied by the knowledge that the
friends of the administration in Ohio
are trying to destroy Mr. Foraker
politically, although that is merely
surmise on my pate. Apparently he
1,2,c inspired only by indignation. He
declared with great dramatic effect
that his oath of office was as sacred
to him as was the president's to him
, ard that no peachment from the
i
nlaitc home was essential to the
proper performance of his duty as a
senator.
I "The president chafed under the
pointed and courageous words of the
Ohio senator and would have inter-
isipted him but for the restraining
httnd of • the toastmaster. Finally,
-Wien the senator finished, he jumped
to his feet, and struck hack, but he
did net leave time nor could he find
DON GILBERTO
Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of • the
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" veldt
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long hft and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and this month only, he




bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale prices, in re-
membrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation of
what one and all have done for him since he opened, two years
ago.
Prices For This Month Only
4 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour mash Whiskey.
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00




distilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co., for this
month only at the followirg prices:
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
117 6 fill quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
12 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy.
$9.60 $9.60 $9.601 1
Remember that tne Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continu-
ous run of the still.
Across the "Brook" and over the "Hill," at "The Home of
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in ups.. "Jack and
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
Don Gilberto at No. '16 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
-WILLOW SPRINGS'?
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have you ever yet been there?
Take a drnk, and you are sure to think
You own the arth and air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
He will dip, and talk, and tell—
Earth's flowers may blast and the green grass die,
But what care you—"All's well."
The Willows spring, and she springs speak back.
And the good old woad jogs on—
But what care those who have felt its thrill
And seen "Good Uncle Don." •
kl]
A song may die,
And the world forge t both you and other things, '
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow Springs,
Then take us back to Willow Springs,
Down by a shady deli;
Let us think and drink srd roll on the grass—
For the good old springs wcn't tell.
Blown in the bott'e
WILLOW SPRINGS and DONKILBERTO
ar' At the Home of
"TNE WILLOW
am'SPRINGS"
No.L116/1S.:Fourth Street, Paducah, K
us. rds to retort effectively.
"But he was mad clear through
nlien he declared, between clinched
teeth, that the only place the Browns-
ville battalion could get justice was
at the white house—he senate could
not mete it out to the discharged
regroce, because the power lay with
hint, and him alone.
"At th'i's point, if I remember
rightly, the toastmater, with native
resourcefulness, tried to relieve the
tension of the situation by directing
the club cartoonist to draw some cari-
catures. This helped considerably, for
thc president proposed a toast to Fo-
I Thc queen of Spain is to have 'her
own doctor, who will receive Se,000 a
year, an allowance for rent,. a guinea
for each visit, and the right of a pri-
. nate practice.
You can tell how much people live
the Lord by the company they keel.
raker, who had been pictured ae hi -
best friend in the senate.
"But an uncomfortable feeling ste'.
!pervaded the banquet hall and "Un-
cle Joe" Cannon, in his homely W2),
tried to dissipate it by telling a story.
But it there was any humor in it
not many people recognized it."
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement, Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
"wk KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
• PhonesiLad_960,_Neva45.111;:-:70-.:::-; iThirteenth and Adams Street








• COL. JONAS S. HAMILTON, DE-
NIED Sao,000,000 BAIL AFTER
KILLING. SUCCUMBS. •
; His Friend and Successor of His
Victim Both Slain in
Duel.
' Jackson. Misia., Jan. 31.-7-Colone1
3aities S. Hamilton, fifteen years ago
; Cefendana in he most sensational
!ahurder case in the history of N the
south, is dead of A lcpmplicatipti of
1 rouble:J.
, On May 6, 18$45, Roderick j)lha
Gambrel!, editor of the Sword and
a»ield, was shot and killed on the
hole town bridge near the postoffict.
" mere were no eye witnesses. The
, t our was la 10'01 4 t night .o. Whea
oiocoveredCitinbte Wii;deael. Shalt.'
. jug over him was Colonel Hamilton,
i I•istol in hand, and hinthelf wounded
hin three placesa, .,
li Gambrel! ivah leader of the
i
f
lition forcea, Harnitton was fightings
, gainst such b timptu'ary• legislation as
ooposed. Thpp':the men heertlft
nerniea ancl‘rntirtll had excoriated-
amilton in his nhvespapeth a so ..
Bona of $3o,000,000 Refused. -
At the tinhh Hamilton was chair-
man of thenthtt.' democratic atilt+
ittec, lessee of the state's convicts,
o annat or f rola,' ifq 40 A wits, i pr4-
1
'ent of the (Mt diStifplIiihntll
aaids for $oo,000,000, but the -court'
nad, said owner pf the most bcautj-
al home in the 9.-butit., On the !nett
-i the tragedy he was taken to his
,ome, where for %%Tett* he was alinekt
the Phinthofe devil. When hen.
artiatly rechistit he %Vali imprisoWs
. His friends were ready to make bail
t denied them.- r Or .a year he lah.ha
.jai. At one- hirrie..Governor Lo101+
I elsl the militia in readinesss to *-
ilia! assaults upon the jail in' the Telt
m-
#st hat Garaltralf:a &lends might lynch
,k
 the prisoner.• '
Hamilton, was acquitted, hia, plea
eing sell defers-rt. Scuator A. J, Ire-
.atirin was the chief counsel. Prose-
ming him was the greatest array of
egal talent to. be procured in the
outh. The teusperaucc sooletiest;
mom Eatampe, China and Ohtiatralia,
-ontributed to this fund.
From Castle to Cabip.
How much Colonel It spent
. 4 not known. *Sec Jte tea) freh
c sold Ilia air.c4afihoestles "Belle-
• aven," and moved into a modest
bin. Ilia wife, whose maiden name
'hvas Fannie Buck, long has been a
leader of Southern socity. Past inid7
idle age. her beauty and her devotion
o her husband during hi, trial won
or her friend. throughout the nation.
ff When their shin. Jonas. Jr. *as
hkorn Colonel Hamilton annnanced
tahat he would 'midst a railroad from
t;Ithe capitol to the gulf that by thc
!Aisne his boy had reached his major-.
ht:ir he might become . its president.
1̀The road was chartered. surveyed,
ham4 grants given it and fifty math:
int it :onctructed %% hen Gambrel' vi as
tshot to death.
A'.. Son Killed by Engine.
i Six years ako the road 55:1.Fi COM -
letcd. By that time Colonel liamil-
on had dspoced of hilloboldings in it.
rhe directors, however, knowing of
,fthe romance of the road. invited
, young Hamilton, then a youth of
reighten. to take a special train and
le with his friends ride to (Itilfport. the
L!Southern terminus, where a 
banquet
ottlef be tendered him. At the ta-, 4
„ition and jott bithiru Us
e '060 voas
ito depart young Hamilton was run
hover and killed by a switch engine.
Resultant upou the trial of Colonel
lihettilt h was the MathinsAdams
tr el. Mestrhin halt su eed m-
bre s truth In kis oer
had ritic .eil Oetteral - her Ma
then postmaster here. for hi, friend-
ship to Hamilton.) S. . a
Two Die in ptieL
Gensral Adams soilk pi. old'
having served as a brigadier general
ln the' Confederacy. #teting Manse
hkaMse di a; lid ;et tio. 'satin ext.  ) nil am ti...
• ot . "Them" the I , ii warrior replied."
11.110.111111R triee yon twenty minutes fit
.......5hictoto arm s ourself." ,
. They met. Both began -firing at the
hame time. Adam'a -tihat . bulk:
.tiockol Martin downi foam- others
onetrated his. body, Martin had fired
hia fifth raflelly when • Adami stood
•vell him, The last bullet pierced
hdama. heart ' and when the specho
:ors reached the FrCette both were
rend:
LYNCHED MAN'S FORTUNE.
"Will of Brother Left Him Fortune
of $too,000,
o all sides to* dur money a
Le good. Dreyfitss htake, me _sick.
Now the latest break by flame
etititinued the pifoth".4 Pis in accusi. o
et 01 .eating too tract!, He aaa
t•Xlagerg, at • Ice Mixt. %then the
'on't seem to be paying for it the
eves.' Now, thettlelk that make y
is; it your molars ? Barney g
r °vela argument a
inthoo riffs shen he co
'ha with that, for I know of bete
1J.43-ers who will, #3•Vc doable salari
,if they sr r given ;a * day toe th
meals while on thç . toad oS
mneotion any names, for I am a tit
ot a bard-tacketidityhelf and hill not
deny that I might live on crueller.
:aid milk twice a day oif I had thrull
Hues distributed to me every (Lai
by my :heck. llut cruller,* art
more Bow bananas. what'll
several Ameiiran Leo" playeco
I,have in mind would try to exist sit,
and kick if they didn't make thrce
bungles in every game on that diet,
And they arc not the boys who hot
tan snowballs every winter, either,
lint the ones who hare all their old
JtOrking$ nith coin, yet. and
their wives,' too.
-Why." said the . player remitio-
u-ttly ' continued. "f know of one
Serator who will go on a three
art ks' trip-and let'. figure-four
',1114 .twenty-eigtit
days hal the iro 'Mat,. at three per.
aleimunto to lata %% ill bet he 55111
land hinne with eighty plunks, but Ida
eating average won't be ..ano. and he
thinks as much of a base hit tio
does of his life. I nas going to say
a dollar, but nix. I couldn't make at
at ttrong a! that.
"There's another player I have An
nihid. who. I'll wit Ker. will come back
fhimi a trip with itt3 of the itke He
is the fellow who wrote home to has
folks not to write to him so often
unless; they enclosed a stamp for an
answer.
"Then !her arc oth ers who will go
•=i)y on cruller's even, for they wit)
blow in all their per diem coin on
Pukhunigorya.nd,craps and will have to go
"No," efintinued the player, 'while
T would like tq be op the $3-a-daas
graft, for it would be a cinch still
I hare the idea that Barney's plan
"What Barney should do is to doa-
ble the salaries of his players and
make them pay their own expensmes.
That 'would be better than givitg
them a paltry three plunk.: a day for
their meals.. 'I wonld advise othrtr
slab owners to follow the same plata
Us players may wear a lot of apart-
lees, but we are downtrod just the
turn 
"
d prore failure. inasmuch
playerrowould• be as aliort of biht.t.
lotocks and runs as they would be'On
1,1t •
'Des Moines. Ia.. Jan. ,31. It wae
' anmed yesterday -Oaf Yarnes Cullen.
----VIM *A4 13,-nebed -bra mob at Chat'
City. Ia.. -as a brother of II. C Cul-ly
len, former p •haitkariat Warren, pi,
E. C. Cull nit• '45111.•'*itiM) Italie jest.
heen tiled, leaves an estate ' worth
fiejramit tTte ithars'atho.Ahattlhieshed;
n AMA ChirepS "Wed' hat
1Varren. III.. and was forced to leave
town for brutal treatment of his wife
snd daughter. Later 1.c SVitied Mt
Clrarks City. .4 , where ,ohhe ups
'lynched by a rilm for, nc it•ack' go
a her morderio lift, esVe it'll'
1.
oh on
or"! attemplitig iss coromit cuicifte.
.4.146 A
A




Excels in Vocabulary. It l• flit. most ow,-
tut- •4 KUL: mud omit...tits, Juilii. West)" i 5-
irssett to erchale corruptions of wo-'t
tismr.., and to zooid iininttiltitibio te• '•-
nbvtitif.s.
Excels hi Arrangement. 1:41111 W. Fr/ I i ....
gins a paragrapn it, its vorreet 810451.,,t -
teat pineemral is readi'y,-atight by the eyr.
1.201,16 la ;0,1161010e. There arr. 
•.„,.,.
ple'o and itientine, and embody the 1.1 :
re-all!rahl philology. Tiasyno-muserinnosi
se: enahrost into obaeure place*.
glees' in Pronunciation whie'n l• I:
1 
re toil Cy resoelling s it li the ilinerli ii ..11 I)
=land letters used in the sidioni:ss.1.s,
the sounds of which tire taught in me
alit he sehrots. , •
Excels In Definitions. They are efonr.
teree, Net vattplete. and are given in the
•••••1•••• in 5.15h.h the worst hes sitstiefril Its
shades of waning. Ninny of the defini-
tions WM ilftt,:tratt..i.
'.• Kumla to its Appendix whieli is ii parked
• storehouse vi useful knowledge.
Karels as a Working Dictionary. :go
ft her book rvalitalies tto much iheftil in-
formation, .or Is so indispensnbh• in the
• home, tettedy,•acketol, or •osee.
--Theinternationaichas 2380
to pages with 5000 illustrations.
25,000 near asods have recently
Oaken! *ad .a.n the IGiarettear
the World, mind Bioteraphltal Dle-
stionary have been completely ee-
l/144'd iindet the tniperviainn of W,
'1". Harrill, 'FILDI, I.L.11,., IL El
Commissioner of Education.
PR gE - 'A Test la Progunctatius,"4,,q
.triiAlle and entettaihma ..--........ht\I
roe ,he whole family. Al!". 7 0
1.1 I i ipt rated pamphlet.
i 43Irtlek -,
G.& n. itil ER RtA NI CO., Nrptivp5AL.
aashisinim. es
aPRINOFIELD, MAIM. • •;:"-•-
SPOKE
tialSE ;HOT ROAST FOR
BARNEY DREYFUSS HON 0i Bail Player Says Former Louisville
Magnate Is Ungrateful to His
..• • .. Alen. . ••
"Barney Dreyfuah is an ornecy
cuss," said a ball player the other




statecimit that us play...a were be- AGAINST THE TOBACCO
coming too rich, and because we had WORMS YESTERDAY.
so' much coin we became altogether
too independent, and consequently in-
different as to whether vie. won or White
toast. refused to take orders (roam our ite FlY ofPestiferous
'bosses and did other things detri- Are
mental to the elith• we were playinh •
with, and that be preferred youpg i
players who were ally on the "Ioni
Washington+, D. C., Jan. 31.-In thegreen," but long lUll green ambition.
house today Hon. 011te M. James ot"Now,. isn't that the limit for. a
tnan who has grown r'Ich with the i`entilickY spoke • 
for protection
against the tobacco worm, and inchmoney hie\ has' accumulated through
f ,a491 yers he is knocking?
lie said:
dentally touched upon other subjects
Vlii, Barney Dreyfus, wouldn't tart
"The tobacco trusts have now low-up, a dollar to !ICC au ;earthquake.
ered .the peace of tobacco, and thehud lie is the only owner .Of a cham-
pionship. teatu who didn't shell out oecessity for some concert
ed action
on the part of the government is ap-a few extra shekela to his manager
for winning a pennant. That is the parent. This is equivalent to 
placing
heagon. _Fred Clark threatened 10 a tax on the tobacco to 
keep the
‘ItAt baseball Feat VA int Chicago. and fatmers from selling it aha reasonable
tlaincy had a tough job in getups po.ce, and allows the trust
s anti mo-
I•red to sign few this season. , nopolies to fix the ps'ice for their to-
"i"And we are oith died and cautiou$41 hacco, and I insist as long as the gay-
is crument will not give them any relief
Ifrom, these combinations it ought toat least give them the same chance,
in order that the bug a and insects
may be killed without the farmers
l.sohns to labor their lives away in
hitching thc pests.*
"The appropriation of hao,000 im-
mediately available 'for cotton boll
weevil ins estigatiott uas, on a point
Of 'order made by Representativr
Mast:raid. soricken out of the Hill on
the ground, as Mr. Fitzgerald said.,
that it was an urgent deficiency item
and should be included in a deficiency
appropriation bal. Although the nee-
cl..tit) for the money was pointed out,
the chair austained the point of or-
der. .
Representative Lacey of Iowa. aho
has been a per4iment champion of
aild birds, led a winning fight tos
i ey in restoring to the agricultural
approodiation bill a section relating to
biological investigations and appro
/misting $.444430 for the purpose of
making a scientific study of the food
habits of North American birds and
mammals in relation to agricultaire
hortieulturne and forestry.
The white fly of Florida, the
thrifts of California. the rootwiirm its
the grapevines of Pennsylvania and
the Middle West and the goapay moth
of Massachusetts, the tobacco worm=
asd insects in the dark tobacco dis-
tricts of Kentucky and Tennesaec.
were also the subject of consideration
by the house in connection with the
aerieultural appropriation bill.
By unities/ sacti  the delegation
from the sections named were enabled
to poll %evenly-five votes against the
thirty-ohs its fasor of increasing the
amount sct aside in the bill for ento-
mological investigations to the ex
tent $28.3oo.
Representative Ilayes of Califor-
nia, who offered the amendment in-
creasing the amount, said that as this
is a big country. the Nohoota recom-
tornikil by the agricultural commit-
tee for enommohigical ins thnigath alt
uould not go very far. California.
lie said, had never had any work
(lone along the lines proposed, but
there was dernand for it.
The white fly of Florida bag des -
toyed from $3oo,000 to $.400.000
worth of smranges and nursery stock
lti the last three years, according to
Mr. Clark of that atate, and the nec-
easily of scientific investigation look-
ing to the exterrninatiion of this pest




BAILEY ADMITS OIL FIGHT
FRO9M HEALTH FOOD QIFTS
Commercial Association Members
Would $ton "Prise Packages."
f
The "prize package," the delight of
the connlry hpusewife who feeds her
Welly op breakfast foods and at the
same time gets spoons and saucers n
, for the creation of the house beauti- oranch
ful, is under the displeasure of the
Chicago Commercial association.
Some time next week the Commer- i;
cial association will present the dan-
ger to the general public which is
contained in this and will ask the
railroads to abolish the "prize pack-
age rate." . • .
A protest will be made by the
Board of Trade against the reestab-
lishment by tHCATellabn, Topeka and
Santa Fe railroad of the $.1 rcoon-
signing charge, which was revived by
the road as a measure to counteract
the car shortage
SAM TONES' SON DIES
AFTER A BRIEF ILLNESS.
Young Man Had Intended to Carry
On the Work of His Distin-
guished Father,
Louisville, Jan. 3t.-News of the
death in Cartersville, Go., ofh Robert
V.. Jones, the youngest *on of the
late Sam Jones, the famous evange-
list, has been received here. Sitter
the death ai his father Mr. Jones
had entered the ministry, intending
to follow in Ins footsteps. lie was
ill only a short time of pneumonia.
hlr. Jones had vitiated iii Louisville.
and was , well knot% , to many people
here. Hie family lags a host of
friends In Kentucky, who sympathiae
with them sit .thes second bereate-
nient witbila such a short time.
SKATER 16 DROWNED
Eight-year Old Boy Meets Death in
Shelby County.
Ky. Jan ao-Ma-
rion, the ight-year old on of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Truman. uaa drowned
)esterday evening in Clear
creek, near his home in this city. He
was skating with some compairous
and ventured en the ice that 553-
weakened by the thaa which set in
yestetrday, when the ice broke and
he was drawn sunder and drowned
before aid could be secured. Thr
I. ads was recovered about two hours
later by members of the fire depart-




Turkey and Bulgaria Are on tt.e
Verge of a Great Conflict
'Vienna. Jan. is believed in
political ..relea hare that *honk! lb.*
*sultan of ihirkey die neat spring, a•
now sesno probat):••, uhr ma be pi•
cipitahol between Bulgaria and the
rommosti entioire.
Tb5hole•Ba/Lan stool is maittla la
i-g an mienot of ;osohioa wen in th•
pink of condition, but it is not proms-
(um she C,itt.itt' to 5npp••re saes .1
henvAbil• .en laulefinitely, told the
tetrerlimint a: Sofirt may aonchid.:
that it i :As isahle to face en, is.
iivoreStaiely. particularly in stew
the thilitre of the pima ens inaugu;
rah- the promised reforms in AI e
a.
Tells Why Ile Combated Bill Against
Waters-Pierce.
Austin, Tex.: Jan. 31.-The Bailey
investigation committee held three
sessions today. but disposed of very
few matters. J. P. (inlet. Jr., of St.
Louis was put on the stand and testi-
fied as to his knowledge of the trans-
actions charged against Senator
Bailey.
Mr. Gruet said that the erasures
appearing in the voucher journal were
made by liihiself. In one instance
he said tflat entry made over all eras-
ure was made by Gruel, Sr. This en-
try was damaging to Mr. Bailey.
He testified that J. I'. Lightfoot.
assistant attorney general of Texas,
wired him ten days ago and asked
}Intl to come to Texas. This is con-
sidered very damaging to the attorney
general's department.
It has ben charged' that Senator
Bailey aided the defeat of a measure
introduced in the legislature of Texas
I
to revoke the charter of the Waters-
Pierce Oil company its soot.
The counsel for the prosecution was
attempting to prove this by legisla-
tive records when Senator Bailey ex-
ploded a bomb by admitting personals_
ly that he did aid in the defeat of
the lineasithe..for tiv .trason that II
oasoa refiektiore i‘smil ldnif 1 ' o h
.
Merely Sonnded.Gonerous.
k • CsT dY 4).1 •
"And what were the provision- of
your .anclea,thitl?"
-"ghat V4110111(1 have all. he left
aft the payment of his just debts."
'Ythi. my good of the s man.
-wasn't i Wlishi did he lea ?" ‘,






London. Jan. it.-Gorernor Saret-
tenham. of Jamaica, according to re-
liable sources, has nithdraon his oh-
noxious letter to Rea" Admiral Davis
,and expressed' regret for hasing writ-
tea it. The incident may now be con-
sidered closed. This action uas taken
by Governor Swettenham after the
cables between London and Jamaica
were kept hot with demands of the
colonial office for explanations and
replies frOM Governor Swettenham in
regard to his strange action.,
Naiites of J.:tra in Revolt
Amtierd:m. Batavia, Jan. ;loos
Three hundred natives in the grove
of Keairi, ',statist of Jas a. rding
to reports received here, low! icyolt-
ed. A native chief, and the .chi:I
police have been h.:led and the ohe
governor of ;0,1: proshite and tOille-;
are severely vas:suited. A largh mon-
ber have beefs Litlest and winuidoi. A
large force of t_e:i • m• ha= been ;Lost to
chusli the rev
Rubes for Good Carriage.
(World's Work.)
If you are walking along the street
and wake up to the fact that you are
carrying -yourself poorly take the
mental attitude of standing straight
as well as the physical one. Look at
the men- you meet and imagine that
each of them owes you a dollar. Put
even a suggestion of arrogance into
your position_ Hold your head well
back, look people squarely in the face,
ttuly give.tlac ihupsessiouoth
others that yoti possess the power
r viiant but it *ill/actually tend to-firing,that tahWet. Keep the neck
against the collar.
Nct Eittht- leb.liorlfotite Consumption.
(Washington Herald
We simply desire to state to that
Japansese statesman who has advised
the young men of his country to
"marry 'Ntneriefin heiresses" that
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good health and thla ea/l-
b:sled wi.n modern azicary
fixtures hc;ra to ke-p the doctor o. t
of par house. litandaur Pores-.
Enameled plamb;ni fiatArea make
healthy bath roosts, are taniutry and
hare a beauty Mi their own.
If you intend making bath room irh-
roovernents, 1111ShoW you satriniea
this timoos ware. We guara.ntot good
ht. 5‘ orl, prompt serti.-: arstetuion no





From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beekhern
ALLOT •••••=mws.•
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS




TIP* EsenInrmt hss for vervnt1 - Aenvorea lo111",ere 'it 
a
t".",.'tn.„;•-•"'isCorrrnorm s.1 liss at Mit sermieled tit sei...nag them tarough sae asamtatnieti Owe v.-
Micky OOP.: litMurical isociety. •
cheer to plash thew peel ayes in a permanent form they Mtve bran arranged In •vamp in an irst-tosSete Mles *Sowing. Kentucky with Ow hrte.1 ernme, pr•••fireir of
cii the preNalsats of the Csitett SUM( It aim s amid Ina a• of stI muscats, stesporestopstr.ti.tiall Asia, bi•tory at the Ilinammlapan War. also Isle maps c, thanift•-ei t'sn-
orna Canal lister:1 end Western HeinUphere, reports Id us. Mat tt• - u•tirmal corms
arid rz.nith aber historical informatiou.
TIde ustique sod valimbie Ages Is FREE le ALL PV B14.14 MIL • 1:11.111ACRItaKilll.
IS eel auws sobeetlbet send It oo for • tan year s ripttoti 1., p i.e. int silt
srinatith ..ao•criation„ Criderstand that these rate* ate by son oily Ono ot .t the
easeptton f.. ice by carrier or sireut is to cents per week.
hhh hahntn Post publishes sit or mom edition. .1•l!y a,It West edition ;la *CV toeach readatr according to the ttme that it will Trutt tarn.
The P.Yeming Post is 6r.t in everything and has the most :nate news and best
market reports.
Poe the people Sod against Kreter
independent aiwhj..
Pot the Ileum. Iv-





Shoot Strong. and Ewilly
0 Are Sure Fire,
Will Stnnd Reloading.
AM/ .4,4T
They Always- Get The 041111e
















































te 4 lestzaordenarieev, Good Results Bald
1
to nave beau Obtained from
CollaugoL
---
Marini General (Otenther, of Frank-
fort. Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor tbe sue-
easeful treatment of appendicitis by
MIMI of "collangol,” a silver solution.
Us writes:
"Much has been written on the &eat-
meat of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, In a
„ given case, an operation must be par-r."' •
t . , .t , WIC Iii A RBI". formed to save the Ole of Qui patleaL
o It woold doubtless be a great boon if aHendrick., Miller remedy could be found to make an op-
,
4111) Mae& 
is alleged. has been found under the
eagle of •oollangol.' Whoop] is a form. ,
County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 630-3. Tyler, Ky.
K. HENDRICK,
j. 0. MILLER
• *ration unnecessary. Such a remedy. it
LAWYERS, of pure silver soluble a eater. Chem-
ical maniptilatious foeienderteg aihrer,
quick sileall'apd some °tee; metals sol-
Practices's- all the courts of th uble In leiter, were discovered within
litsar.„ Bath. phones 31. Uwe last few year& The antimPlie DAV-
Rime 4; 8,3 apd a. Register Build. sty of sliver has long been know; as,
Log. 533 1-a Aroadway. for instance, 14 the form of loner Cana-
tbe, which hlui also been administered
Ws use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon-Able knowl-
edeg stoceistel experiments have been
-made by some noted phyticiani fhrOttell
the use of the soluble. nee-Irritating
and non-poisonousialVer is supperative
inseams, as, for listen* la the dreaded
'puerperal fever and other sappuraMve
fever&
"Be illsoebrugger, of Isolktroh, has
sow used collangol in appeadiettis, as
well tatarnally sad externally. This
trait:teak according to his statement
Ii tbe last number of the Mamba Med-
ical •Wesidte Review'. has Yielded en-
trenrinneolilf rood results. Within two
or arm days after treatment &decided
laaproveatetat woe uatiteable a incipi-
ent WWI& a oases-whereto induntais-
tIoa of the peritoneum had already
taken plat*, a cure wsie hemmer, very
slow--Oftehi only after Weal of treat-
Inept both Intern-Of" and externally..
itleepting two with Yen' 014110 (maw
uut of the which clime under his ob-
servation and tresttment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment IS very much
superior to any other, and that he Is
testified In stating that every rase oi
appendicitis, if early dlagno..ed, be it
ever en acute and malignant, an be
cured with eciii&ngol without resorting
Is the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experisaces with this remedy it is very
protable that LW tHataloa nil prove out
rect. lint after all it will esquire a great
deal of very critical onservetlogribefore
It will be ee.tzvitioettith dtlinely
*Omen is
ge sv,
of . Nombrugger• ere 'set explicit
enough as to the history of thecae's to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other bend. It cannot
yet he stated how long the cure wittiest
Light dual OC appendicitis can be
'sealed for a time as Is u•ii known; the
emotion, however. is fur how long
rurther experiruents will be awaited
with great interest, says the bides-
halls"
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
c: WA IUWIC: ILL
Oft, 1107114it
rit
e or  '—,--.—
EH.PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
. Rooms 5, and 6. Reigitsler' Beildine
ipa3 a•a,Broadtwoir. Peditia. 2CY‘





h. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:




Wound Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage. Uric);
Uniimined Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, Forty
of five or over, $i.eo ear-h, without
meals; Sa oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats., For
further particulars tee
B. A. FOWLER. Gen, PISA *Mt
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
gar
Rooms Ice 1: eget ra coltunbille Bldg.
s PADUCAH, MT. •
; ALBEN W. ekuttrii:
Attorney et Law.—
,
oorn No. s. Paducah
°tumble Bldg. Ken.'
Old Phone zgps.
LIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
FFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Batik
Marshall CoUnte; Paducah, Ky.
'Room Ile, Fraternity Building.
ew Phone re Old Phone eilleA
• ,
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Belies of she Tim- e When Legal Terms
Mad, a Signiticance Not
Knewn Now.
To most persons the phrase "This in
denture it itnesseth" is as much Crete
the cot:ingot' perms "Wtoiess my
hand and seg." t let cith art *ice of
tne time it !Alarm legal fends car-
reed with, the at sigalticaizice not. oh-
taming at Pram&
Legal documents were once en
Cr apof Imirtlisieat &anise paperispO4 lunch lime, ante orrneted skin.
The parphment was seldom teitapnee
eaantle opf tin to erns peanopeji, lila
thelnife, hence tie 'term "this laden'.
use." IC VS4 where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, stilt obtain-
leg In nigland. of using parebniebt for
r leoal forma the ,plerase has been
.eelle, ,
the same way the signature rel
Lag piper II a relic of those oltli
times *bah' only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen.. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the Aieument ill
token of their good faith an there ra
wailed a smudge. As thee* original
thumb marks were not malty iderille
fled, the gentry added their seals fie
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may apt
be generally known that a seal is still
, tbilegh the me forE
the sglentri of flit] tI011,
reS Walt allied *





fiRailttiril a t• ikV" 'c4the time w open
wart yard.. and,. the "dock" ia.tilaso a









*What do you do for a 1
ert - your trade or profenio
judge of the prisoner.
oa way. "1 am, your honor, a pharmaccoca-
latmer eleasate
r contempt o •uct,tined to fine
Polar seas at
kr than tr
woman talks about herself—or
bout some other woman.
silence—Horace.
abstabIng knowledep about graft sal
OLDt $1IILER.
Zeiler Bruit Jr*, Emperor of A
eria‘. rind Xing of !filen-
garde
ifieapatt roiñ the foolisti praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, .Kalser Franz Jpsef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hualeary, ruler of
a dozen states and 2tf. peoPtee sPetekine
as many languages, le one of the mast
remarkable figures in the Civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring faeilons within his
empire.
No other prime) of the Hapebura
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
eepect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Idan" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiallm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
uess and his sterling sense of justice
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and totem at state and
military affairs, often eiontenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought is
him at the desk in his study. Frees
Zoete to-day remains the same early
riser be was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. Jim toilet—batt-
ing, shaving and dressing—neve/
takes him longer than half as hour,
and se the emperor does not CS/11 for
civilian dress, he usually dom the
waiform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and ia
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a pathless soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life le conducted with military
precielon On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee. sonic
cold west, and TORSI—LS brought him;
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one tc
think this was a cosy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and Coot reveal the roo:e's true roue-
pose.
Just above the emperor's writine
table hangs a portrait of his late con
sort. Empress Elizabeth, who was
stabbed to the heart with a file by s
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago. Alas! this it but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunete house 01
Hapsburg. In this study the emperot
works uninterrupteiry until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read tokhien; and se
carefully does he go through this work
thet he frequently pouncee upon con-
tradictions between clauses. which
have entirely escapee those who have
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
?Tea/thee/3- Borrowitig- 'Han Its
Drawbacksees Is Hereby
Sbown.
'The llIalka, whn 111.04 on the trete
floor, had quer:oleo{ with the leeches
who lived on tee second. The tin
Inrtunnte affair hail apparently elide
with the return of namerous liteoehold
articles which, the -thrifty Mrs. Dui;
bad borrowed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list. however
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella. aneeMrs. Blank
towed site would not lower herielf tc
ask even for her o-.vn property, relates
the New York World.
Blank, being a man's man. kept out of
the quarrel. but Dash being more or lest
henpecked, was drawn Into it by hi:
wife.
he other nicht Thank carae home ti
end his wife In tears. •
- Wh-what do yott think. James'
'Mat horrid 'NO% Dash c-cut me cleat
fl day."
'Oh, well, what do you care? He
lan't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he die
It," sobbed his wife. "You see thee
window opens on the sir-shaft and you
can hear every word ettey Rey whey
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, elms.
umbrella Is this?' I could not catot
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, sell
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.
"I had to slop and speak to the jani to:
so hit. Dash and I came face to face or
the front steps, and he rut me—with m3
own-daughter's umbrella over hit; head
nerve—"
And her -oe% were expressed in u
'trash Outburst of sobs.
,.. Town or leawyei's Tee..
An old comraee of Private Dee:elle
hingt til. geedsent ronr I
case i . dleiiiieteee wastfleit
a sor th o se jud
ntry JILIN, suit1 2
would have put the defendant and his
SI0241 VI epe3nl childrene  ounaiztoble
a ened to win the case. When the
ace announced the do-
'e crowsrose and cheered, ig
b a toltt on the spot and call if
Dalzell, and it has been done--one of
the bahdititnest little eillateet In. Mo.
de t F.
rrel 't " *An
it .ed t '
Oat 1 d" dpiel its rt.
t y deer
young mom"
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14440 fExiaujit in
the Self '- P ''.ent of
4he toting. i
LThe writer was present a felvieks
ago when the first school city was
organized In Boston 6y Wilson L. Gill,
the inventor and fctundee odidthe aim
tem, writes ',Frank Pearsedirld 'Chew
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar graces. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
moultly and enthusiastically to adept
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
it with various provisions against dile
order, destruction or; Injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness.
etc., and showed remarkable discs*.
lion In the election of their oflicers.
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
Jf twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
It meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock selloal, she said: "It means to
see that every girl Is orderly, clean
end good. It means that thoy must
have good conduct. They must be
clean end nest In their dress and
habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That Is a great task. Aren't you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear:
lice for I thlak they are all good
chimes."
Mary Faa, the judge, said; "i
shall warn citizens who don't behave.
sad If that does no good / shall pun-
ish them. They must behave."
Tb. whole discipline of the school
Is put into the hands of the pupils
The teachers give instruction, and
advice when it is needed, and the ne
tLmate responsibillly and authority are
always with them. But the students
Make laws and really govern them
selves, although there is an author
It,' shrive them, just as a grown-us
city governs itself. Although the legis
lature may at any time revoke its
charter.
In fact, there is more real self gov.
ernment In these school cities than
in most of our large cities. Foe
there Is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-at home vote, no political ma-
chine or boss.
There is no graft in the schoel city.
no boodle on the council, no "under-
standing" between the police anti
wrongdoers. The tan year-old ludge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ab-
solutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
it plastic, open to the full force of
emesiderations of right and justice and
free from commercial motives and
other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship. The love of liberty Is
strengthenee and ennobled by recog-
aftton of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for the
public good. Respect for law and au-
thority is developed. The sense of
justice is strengthened and the judicial
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results hare been excellent hi
every way, eioth coaduce and schol-
arship are greatly improved. Disobee
dience-is pulled up by the roots. Pub
lie sentiment ranges itself on the side
of law whn the public makes the
Law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien gov.
ailment, but as an injury and an in
Solt to the community. Even the
Most disorderly schools have been re
ducted to good conduct by the institu-
tion of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
Winter In the mountains is severe
In Its restrictions. Sledging and travel
over the snow-banked trails are lim-
ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them down_
When the runners sing intermittent-
ly in high, thin voice., the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
tie and a - venture with a sudden
termination hanging just above
Thousands of tons of snow up the
mountain sides hang on a trigger
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone,
and in summer many A barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win
let's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit-
tle ruffed thread of white from up
&here, but a hard day's work for a
man.—Outing.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious almshouee In
England is St. Mary's Hospital at CM'
cheater. There eight old ladles live
4.04111114 in the chute* which Is a five








almshouse,atne o visit the
t 
dnre au thn'as 'almshouses ext
The old ladies have two neat lit
rooms each down the sides of t





held, The choir stalls are beautiful
carved cad oak. tb.e original seats th
the monks i(ttisede The church stan
in a quiet l'Aurite.
/  • t 
' leiluef jlielld. ition.
"TWO fiat is so fearfully smelt
complained the reeplicant. "Do y e





.soi'n" eal d the mast. "It tio
twoolevirwitervesevresib
or. --Detroit Free Preis,
•
WELL HALP MILE DE •
Borings Fail to Rind Desired Arts-
sign Ylow LAO dr State-
houks-Y
In 1357, for some reason, It wait
thought profitable and possible to so'
Cure an artesian, well in to state- ,
house yard. The geology of Ohio '
as a science was' still unwritten.
In fact, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ- '
ten record of this boring.
Down 2,775 feet—over half a mite—
the auger was sent by the slow and
laborious proeese of the time, and
nearly a year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No-
vember 4:187, and stopped October
1. 1858. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was made in the esaten
Part of the grounds. Its site was
pointed out to the writer some year,
ago, and it is now probably coverer:
by the cement walk extending out tr.
Third street from the judiciary build-
ing. Neater was struck and plenty or
It—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesian, etc.
but none of It came to the top.
Prof. Theodore G. WorneleY, the
pratfeesor of chuznietry ln Steatietit
medical oollege, embnaced the oppor
ttrolty to secure the temperature rat
this deep Lowing. WWI a theleteotne.
ter placed ta a specially prepared iron
cage and left In the bottom of the bor-
ing 24 hours, he found the templets,
tare at the bottom to be MI degrees
Fahrenheit. Making deductioes tot
the distance below the surface al
which the heat of the sun ceases to
be felt. he computes that the tempers,
lure increased one degree for ever,
71 fast of descent. At that time Eu-
ropean scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of physical go
,,i;ra2hy had -witheiated that the teak
perature increased In steel condition,
ene degree for every 06 feet
There is no record of the cyst of
the boring. but It must have beez
considerable, as the facilities and ap
parlous were primitive compared wee
these now in use. Though falling oi
its principal purpose., the state stem
to have turned it to account througt
Its geologists, so tbat it was not
wholly money wasted.
PE-CAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That Give* Employ-
meat to Many Hurldrida
of People.
Some idea of the magi:Awls of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that in San Antonio
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
of the Pecan Shellera union, a labor
organization composed of men engaged
as a regular busiaese in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
licious kernels.
Not all of the pecan shelters in Ban
Antonio belong to the union. There
are several hundred other men, wom-
en and children in that city who gain
a livelihood from the work. There
are branches of the Pecan Sbellera'
union in Austin and several other
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from October 1 to July L The new
crop of nuts begin to conne into mar-
ket about October 1, and from then
until January 1 the businesa of ex-
tracting the kernels is very active
The kernels are shipped in large bulk
to New York, St. Louis and other cit-
Ica, where they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new industry. It had its origiti, so
far as its becoming a recognized
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a oar ,y 1:rant, urer of New
York visitio. Teems.
jie ate soule ot the ,_;.dy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
important ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranged for
smill shipment of the pecan merits to
be made to him.
The kernels were received ,n due
time, and the highest art of the clan&
maker was emploved in their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
instarltiy, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That was the beginning of an in-
dustry which now gives employment to
several thousand people. There is a
big demand for the pecan kernels- in
every large city in the country.
Indiana Going to School.
the Indians of western Nevada. are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no more
can be received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
a few weeks Ago that ths govesnment
ordered the installation cf a =heel at
old Fort McDernaitt, in linnabohlt
county, to relieve the congestion in
the Carson school.
She Had Bocenrered.
Mrs. Ferguson (to caller)---I need
did like her, and when the Impudent
thing spok-e to me the way she did I
was speechless with indignation.
eouldn't say a word.
% ,lier. ikiTOfidtfi,iist tiWriatt
must have 1141044dr iia"intre






Just *ample, any other_ kler-
fume in town and 'Bien procure
the same odor Stein us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy peefumes.
We know how tq store per-
fumes. We knolidkhOle to show
you perfumes. Qv* kotawledge
of these regnitdeesi is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
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WRY?
First.
Bec.aase it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirte with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Paw&
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other fikr it in West Kee.
tuck''. Satisfy yourself by








ikhest Prices Paid far Secaad,Hari
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything
sztl-sao Court Street. um Phone
re,r6A.
ChM Fransiola
IstOVII;(1 e.o.e0e1 IN CONNEC-
'
I
WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS iHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
/NCoteRA r ED
10.6 riVid. Day and Night
—atasigue School
Excursion
St. Louis oriel Tennessee River 
Pack•
et company—the cheapest and 
bet
excursion art of Paducah.
ea no for the Round Trip to
OU IP II Tennessee river & retur
It Is a trip of pleasure, 
comfor,
se& .restogUod service, 
good tail
}resew etc, Boats leave 
each
Wedilis401r and Saturday at 5 p. as
Per other information apply 
to Jai






















R Cherry Juice Cough R
Syrup
Bronicals
E Slippery Elm Lozenges E
D Tickle Stopper D
Cold Cure
E Grippe Cure E
Gurgle
II MONEY BACK IF R









Almoo everybody knows that li-
tonal should be paid in January; yet
*sopa people.euetn to forget it. This
ss intended as a friendly reminder
101t YOUR GOOD.
Ten per cent must be added to all
license after February i. Naturally
this is not a pleasant obligation to
settle. It is also an unpleasant duty
Jor the treasurer to collect it. There.
ore endeavor to avoid it, by your
prompt attention.
Every business, occupation, agency
sold profession is liable for a license
Nindly call at the city treasurer's of-
r.ce at )our earliest convenience that






THE HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT °VILA
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING Isis OR CALL AT 4211
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DE-
SIGNS. ARTISTIC, ATTRAC-
TIVE. UP-TO-DATE PIC-








'isiffl s  .   49-1 os fall
4.ftitanotilta ...   s.t o t fall
Cincinnati  .. 2.0 5.0 fall
I'vanseifle .  4 .. 47.1 IS fall
  3.7 0.3 fall
0 1-ouisville  9-2 .3-9 hill
t fall Johnsonville  13.t 0.3
Nt. Carmel   sa.s t. t fall
i
Pitt 'berg   
.. 11.-2 o.6 fall :441caslivIle.. 
. .. 3.7 o.r fall
Sr. Louis  17.2 0.2 rise
.:Mt. Vernon  4 45.8 1.4 fall
Paducah s  - 44.8 o.5 fall
)'.itruside   3.5 0.1 fall
Carthage  .. ..• 3.3 o.s fall
I
The tsteamer Henry sllig-ley left
. yesteraay for Nashville, her new
haft having been finished. She
ttecrke the oldr•vme Several weeks ago
w1,11e enronte from here up the. Cum-
fletland river.
The Margaret got out fro the Tenn-
.see river yesterday.
• The steamer Kentucky came out of
she . Tennessee river tbis morning.
Iit'stays here until 5 o'clock tomor-
row afternoon before thyarting on
.t..,
t 
:ler return oils that sway
The J eFowler soa:cs in today
from Evaitsville ans: departs onste-
sliately on het tetual tisat way.,
The /ilti.terff leaves Nashv/Ita ta-
morrow, gets lisse Sunday atta re-
mains ut•S;1 fonlass before gettioris
out on her return ics Clarksville...
- The steamer Chattanooga is expeCt-
sed 'here tomosiaw eir Sunday from
Chattanooga:' '. '
The Dick Fowler will probabl7 be
mobile to resume her trips to Cairo by
next wssis. a;: the r'ver is falling, and,
' ..only a few more feet drop Will make
it low. etiongh for the boat to g&
as under the Cairo bridge wi:11 safety. I.1
ss. The John S. Hopkins 'is expected
'..,) A-ere 'atnorrow from the Mound City




THE MURRAY FIRE DID NOT
DESTROY THIS N., C. AND
ST. L., BUILDING.
Itoree...-.-••••11
Officials Now Checking Over Books
to Learn Who Owned Freight So
As to Reimburse Them.
Early yesterday morning the Mur-
ray freight depot burned. without the
flames getting over to the passenger
depot across the network of N., C.
and St. L. tracks. The side of the
passenger depot was blistered by the
'heat while the freight warehouse was
a total loss. The fire workers At-
tempted to enter the freight house,
but just .as (they did several barrels
of gasoline exploded and sent burn-
ing fluid everywhere, and scaring
the men out of the building.
Superintendent Hills went down
from here yesterday and the records
are now being checked over in order
to see who awned the freight in the
warehouse, so the company can re-
imburse the proper parties. The N.,
C. and St. I... wili not lose much by
the tire as they carry insurance
policies on their property.
Work of rebuilding the destroyed
structure will be started fight away
and a more substantial building
erected. The freight house papers
and records were not consumed, as
they are kept over at the passenger
building, across the tracks, this sas -
ing them. The superintendent is of




Case of Mistaken Identity Gets In-
diana Evangelist in a Peck of
Trouble.
1.a Crosse. \\ is.. Jaw 3i. -A Case of
mistaken identity has proved embar-
rassing to the friends of Dr. W. F.
Biederwolf, the Indiana evangelist.
who recently conducted a series of re-
vival meetings here. Dr. Biederwolf
stopped at the liotel Stoddard, and
during the period of his stay a con-
ivial traveling man. Dr. Biederwolls
double, occupied apartments on tile
same floor as the religions worker.
NEdaight suppers, in which wine
flowed freely, were features of the
•tay of the traveling man, and both
he and Dr. Biederwolf being strangers
the impression got abroad that the
Man with the thirst for wine and the
big bill at the hotel buffet was the
evangelist who was nightly holding
forth against the evil' of intemper-
ance.
GAS FOR THIRTY CENTS.
Cleveland Men Ready to Cut Price
of Fuel and Light.
Cleveland, 0, Jan. 31.-Natural
gas at 30 cents per thousand, with a
discount for cash, t cent below that
of the East Ohio company, is offered
Cleveland by A. S. White of the
Columbia Gas and Electric company.
White says his company control.:
the gas supp!y of thirteen counties
in West Virginia and five counties in
Kentucky, which it will pipe to Cleve-
land if the people want it. and then
,iistribute in the present mains and
pipes used by thesartificial companies
elitch the Columbia takes over
LITTLE BURGLARS.
Boys Broke Into Place of W. M
Mitchell on North Tenth Street
Boy burglars broke into the saloon
Ir. W. M. Mitchell of Tenth and
Finley streets late last evening, and
stole $7 in money, a fine watch and
considerable tobacco. The lads pulled
off a hoard nailed over the opening
caused by a broken pane of glass, and
in that manner effected ail entrance.
While two went inside another stood
watch on the outside. The guard
espied some party across the street
and gave the alarm, at which the
little burglars escaped out the back
way. Lieutenant Potter of the police
force believes 'he knows who the boys
art and will arrest them.
Settled in *Three Words.
(1.ippincott's.)
The Woman's club has offered a
prize for the hest essay by any mem-
ber on "How 'to Make a Husband
Happy." It was a cash prize and
summer expenses were in the near
distance and the competition was
large and warm. The winning paper
was just three .words long and.
stringer even than tliat. it was sub-
mitted by a spinster of 57. tier die-




Repert That Many hifantrymen Are
There is Verified
(Special Correspondence of Nash-
ville Banner.)
Honolulu, H. I., Jan. 8.-When it
was cabled from here some time ago
that it had been reported to the war
department that there were two regi-
ments of Japansesc soldiers in Hono-
lulu, completely officered, the men
and officers alike working at various
occupations, but ready at a moment's
notice to enter tactive service, the
department very 'promptly denied it.
This was natural in view of tension
in Japanese matters and it is possible
that the denial is technically true. The
report may not have been of precisely
two regiments fully officered. But
the war department was advised of a
state of affairs amounting to that.
It was advised that there was a con-
siderable oreAnization of Japonese
of military training, suitably °tarred,
ready to respond at the call of the
Japanese emperor. The only informa-
tion concerning these organized mili-
tary bodies of Japansese which is not
completely certain ill whether they are
armed and if so, how fully with what
weapons.
This is one of the questions which
the department is very much in-
terested in and which is being looked
into by a number of agencies and rep-
resentatives of the United States gov-
ernment. Naturally, it i. a difficult
matter to verify. especially now, when
the whole question has been brought
to public attention, and when the wily
and secretive Japanese would be more
sccretise than ever. There is notch
reason, however, for believing that
they are armed, though not with the
regulation Japanese infantry arm. It
would be difficult to get that arm into
the country. Unless manufactured in
the United States, its introduction
could not be accomplished without
the cognizance of the customs de-
partmeot either at this port or at
some other port of the United States
and suspicion would be very likely to
attach. If manufactured in the
United States, there would still be,
almost certain danger of exposure.)
But in a place like Hawaii, where
firearms of all kinds arc a common
commodity on the market, it would
not be especially difflcuft, though still
requiring good management, to bring
in a sufficient quantity of an available
and practicable arm to equip two regi-
mens% or even more.
If the purpose of having military
STEAM STARTS PANIC.
•••.- --•••••
School Children Frightened and Some
Jump From Windows.
I lenderson. Ky.. Jan. 31 -Escaping
'learn front a radiator in a room ye
cipied by tots caused a ,mall-sized
*anic at the Center street school
kidding yesterday afternoon. Fear-
ign that the radiator would explode.
the pupils rushed pell-mell from the
room until dats#11 ;fobs& occupants
.4 the building to believe that a fire
...as in progress. Many leaped from
windows of the first floor, eight feet
from the ground, but no serious 'r-
in-ties resulted.
Four Preachers on a Jury.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Jan. 31.-111 the
circuit court today, sotnethints un-
heard of before in the history of the
state occurred, when four preachers
the Reverends Meacham. Joplin, Tur-
ner and Pabbs. were accepted on
jury to try a case of illegal votinis
against Clarke Goodpaator. A large
crowd was in court to witness the im-
usual spectacle. a
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESUI4TS. 
I
THREE NAMES IN ONE HOUR
Mix Up Bride Who Is Married In
Henderson.
Henderson, Ky.. Jan. 31.--The flu-
ftsual duties of wearing three names
within an hour were too much for
Mrs. Tina , Elizabeth Cates-Sigler-
Pierce, and she became mixed in her
identity. A divorce from Cates and
restoration to her maiden name of
Sigler were . granted the woman,
while George B. Pierce, of Sebree,
awaited the decree with the woman:
Without leaving the courthouse the
couple applied for a license, and in
making the application the bride gave
her discarded name of Cates, sozne-
what to her new husband's annoy-
ance.
H. II. Meyer, the Fresco Artist.
Old 'Phone 1561.
organizations ready to act on short
notice in these islands is to seize
Hawaii in case of a war between
Japan and the United States, the regu-
lar infantry arm of the Japanese army
is not at all a necessity. Such an up-
rising and movement would not be
considered except as part of a plan
which included a naval demonstration.
Its utility would be greatest in pre-
paration for a naval descent on the
islands. If at the moment of the ap-
proach of a fleet such a body of or-
ganized and disciplined troops suffi-
ciently armed should suddenly rise
within the community itself there
would be comparatively little difficul-
ty in its overcoming any opposition
that might be offered by the two com-
panies of United States troops here
and any civil and military force the
local government could muster on
the instant. Honolulu and the Island
of Cebu could very speeday be in the
hands of the Japansese with a Jap-
anese military government ready to
co-operate with a Japanese fleet on
its arrival. For the purposes of such
an uprising a very interior arm, from
a military point of view, would answer
the purpose. Sportsmen's rifles of a
high grade would do. and such arms
could easily have ben introduced here
in large numbers in the past without
attracting any attention or suspicion.'
The military spirit has run high
among the Japanese for a number of
years. Military drill has been a part
of the calisthenic exercises in the
Japanese schools in Hawaii for some ,
thee. Cadet companies without num-
ber have been organized and drilled
openly in Honolulu and other parts
of the islands, taking a prominent
part in celebration, of the emperor's
birthday and other Japanese holidays.
It is now a matter of recognition on
the part of many individuals that dur-
ing th? last few months there have
appeared in the ranks of these cadet
((imprint-% an unusual proportioneof
men The companies have not bets
made up, as formerly. Of boys. attch
as would naturally be expected. tat"
of fully grown men. With nods's,/
to arouse any suspicion in the matter.
the fact attracted no attention except
as it suggested to individuals mild
wonder that iao many men should bet
in the ranks of these cadet compan-
ies-a wonder easily satisfied by
knowledge of the strong military
spirit among the Japanese. •
CHARLES L. RHODES
TONS OF PROVISIONS' LEFT
ON DOCKS AT KINGSTON
- -
Panama Steamer Unloads Supplies,
But is Not Thanked.
New York, Jan. 3T.-The Panama
railroad steamer Advance arrived so-
day from Colon, after landing sup-
plies at Kingston for the earthquake
sufferers The thief of commissary
from the canal zone was in charge of
the provisions and tents.
Fifty-seven passengers were carriei
from Colon to Kingston, all of whom
were canal laborers returning to thtir
homes in Jamaica to look after their
families. Officers of the Advance say
the vessel was rather curtly received
at Kingston.
One lighter load of prosisilins '.s as
capsized, and the food spilled in the
bay and lost, while the officials were
disputing with the negro laborers us
to Payments for their services in hand
ling the goods. The Advance, on sail-
ing. left tons of provisions Oil the
dock.
•
• PERS011EAL MENTION. •
*****00aseaateasemamaikeala
Colouel Victor Van de Male is in
from a drumtning trip ts West Ten-
neasee.
Mra. Fannie 'Baker has returned
Isom Madisonville, Ky., where she
was called by the death of her sister-
in-law, V. Davis. who drop-
ped dead ettere last Saturday nieit.
Miss Bettie Scyster, Mr. Marvin
'Scyster ands; Alibates Laura Abel,
'Ickes Dunn amid Lizzie Dunn, of
ISmithland, returned home yesterday
after a brief visit here.
Mrs, Elizabeth Grief has gone to
Columbus. Miss., to reside with her
daughter, Mrs. Lee Shanks,
Mr. Iferbert Hoover returned yes-
terday from Jackson, Tenn., which
has been in his typewriter territory
until now. Hereafter it will be looked
after by the Mt-nrpJlis office.
Mr. and Mrs. 14. Hall of Iro.ndale.
MID.. are visiting Nfr. and Mrs. A. R.
Hall.
Mrs. James F. English and son
went to Lexington, Tenn., yesterday.
Mr. Clyde Young has resigned his
place with the electric light company
and gone to St. Louis to locate.
Mrs. King Brooks and mother, MTS.
Nannie C. Goodwin, yesterday went
to Los Angeles. Cal.. for the winter.
Miss Maud Mason of Hickory*
Grove is visiting Mts. Hub Pullen.
Mrs. Frank Barnard is visiting here
from Smithland.
Uri: Robert B. Phillips has gone to
Nashville to visit her sister, Mio.
Hamilton Parks.
Miss Cathbert Roach of Gracey ar-
rives today tesvisit Miss Swat Weake
of North Foirtti.
Mrs. SelIk,West and daughter. Ida,
left yesterday to visit at Hopson. Ky
ROKELIISS CHILDREN.
commnamo
Mr. John Hutchins Here on His Cons-
mendable Mission of
Mr. John T: Ilutchen, of the Chil-
dren's House Society of Louisville. is
in Abe city 'looking for homeless and
destitute children that he can take
In the institution in the Falls City
and keep until the little helpless ones
are secured good homes, and' where !
eves* then they are closely watched 1
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WANTED-Lady for ofticet work
and to take orders. Give age, ex-
eerience and reference. Salary, $1$
per week. Reply with stamp. ls E.
barr, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-Drug store, stock and
show cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. TWo 'phones.
Omm.
FOR RENT-New brIck home
33tt Jefferson-4 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE WEAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT-flews:it , flats, Sew.





1/107%* three blocks from P.







WANTED FOR U. & ARMY-.
Able-boslied unmarried seen betimes pi,
ages of gt and 3s; admit of Untied
States. of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can vet*, reed
and write English. For Mbar:nation
apply to Recruiting Niger, Nem
Richmond House, Paducah, /Cy.
aspen Acassineit.
Will post, examine, systematise and
audit books by the day, week or the
job Terms remostable.






He will Probably take back with/
him the several little children left boi6
Mrs. Mane Sehrand of 1030 NortI4
Tenth. Amt. silo was fatally berned
,one day last weig et her home, and
firftltome:e4i ai.f penniless her dr
springs. 1/414 ale laciest little OMs





WE HAVE CLOSED A CON
TRACT WITH THE FAIRBANKS
MORSE & CO. FOR THE SALE
OP THEIR MARINE AND STA
TION ERT GASOLINE E:NGI N EE.
AND WILL GLADLY FURNISH
I EICES AN DFULL INFORMA-
TION ON REQUEST.
. E. Mitchell
236-238 Sonth Third Street
Old Phone 48I-a New Phone 743-4
For the Lathes.
Levy. who' conducts the 'Really.
to-Wear" apparel establishment for
Isdies, at 317 Broadway, has con-
!tented for 'space at the upper left
hand corner of the fifth page of The
Register for the purpose of teeing
our readers of his handsome and •sty-
lish lines of goods, and of the many
most excellent bargains to be offered
from 'time to time. The women ren-
ders will do well to keep an eye on Iv
that space, as it will interest them.
SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing needed by tha scholars for the second
teren. On a number of items we can save you money.
Cony early, you
to i sng.
g e t what you need if youmight not wao
.v.E. Wilson-E. Book aMusic Man
At Harbour's Department Store
1'









Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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